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The general objective of this task was to collate, for the convenience of other
• .investigators, the earth resources data collected by ERIM's experimental airborne
r imaging sensors over the period from January 1966 through. December 1974.
` Particular emphasis was placed on noting . sites with repeated coverage over this
` i^ period of time.
This task is one of eleven. performed under. a contract for continuing research
into earth resources information systems which employ remote sensing of the
`u environment from aircraft and satellites to gather data and which use automatic
processing to extract information from. the data. The broad objective of this
multidisciplinary program is to develop information systems and practicaltools'
which will provide planners and decision -makers with extensive, accurate in-
formation quickly and economically..
This report is submitted in fulfillment of NASA Contract NAS 9-14123,.
Task XI. The principal investigator for the task was Mr. Philip G. Hasell, Jr.
^^.
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of the Infrared and Optics. Division of the Environmental Research. Institute' of
'` Michigan. (ERIM). The work was directed by Mr. Richard R. Legault, head of	 '>
.	 ,^ ^ the IRO Division..
`^ The principal investigator wishes to acknowledge the help of the following.
' persons, who made significant contributions to the report: N. Roller, F. Thomson,
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COLLATION OF EARTH RESOURCES DATA COLLECTED




`•	 '^	 This report was prepared under the direction of NASA/JSC to provide investigators with;;
`	 a convenient reference to the earth resources imagery collected by ERIM airborne sensors.
•	 during the period January 1966 through December .1974,.. The imagerywas originally collected._ 	 9
for a specific investigator, for a specific study, at a specific-time. However, the cumulative
'	 effect of this random sampling of the earth's. surface is to produce historical coverage of some
sites, with multi-sensor coverage in some cases, with the potential for examining changes in
	 ,
sites over relatively'longtfine periods bg •comparing current data with the stored data. This.
''	 collation includes data collected by ERIM's thermal. and multispectral optical. scanners and
its X- and L-band imaging radar. system. 	 .^
^.	 1.1 BACKGROUND
NASA has. supported ERIM to some degree in its. development of !remote sensing techniques
,i
`'	 since the mid-1960's and to a significant extent since 1969. In 1974 NASA support of data 	 :. ;
collection using ERIM's passive optical scanners and active radar .imaging systems was termi-
^	 Hated due to budget cutbacks and the availability of this type of data from their own and com-




potentially useful data at minimum cost, however, it is appropriate that NASA should fund. this
effortto collate and publicize the large . amount of earth resources data available at ERIM..
..During the past. five years, .about 75% of ERIM's airborne data collection has been supported




data belong to United States taxpayers, constituting a national .asset. that should be-used to ad-	 ^.	 ^
vantage in establishing remote sensing applications.
r	 `''	 All of the optical scanner imagery is stored at ERIM on analog magnetic tapes in an elec-
^	 ^ !	 trical format . easily retrievable for machine processing or reformatting on tape. or film. The 	 ^	 a
signals reproduced from the #apes can be inserted directly into ERIM analog and digital com-
;^	 paters and:the tape-to-filrn imagery transfer equipment. Processing of the raw data at ERIM'





;,!	 The: radar data. are. recorded. mfiight on film m a holographic form. This original record.
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on film, or in digital form on magnetic. tape. The^inflight film recording and, in most in-
stances, processed imagery on film are stored at ERIM for reference.
1.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF F;ISTORICAL DATA SETS
ERIM's nine year collection of earth resources imagery using airborne sensors con-
statutes a major investment which can be exploited to answer a number of important design
questions for future sensors. The operations over many different environmental situations
insures that many applications -oriented sensor configuration questions can be addressed.
The variety of scenes mapped, and in many cases the repetitive nature of the data over-these
regions, will allow temporal and seasonal variables, to be assessed.
Many important questions must still be fully answered before a successful operational
sensor system is evolved for monitoring those activities. of a dynamic nature encountered in
vegetative and water resource applications, The varied spectral bands registered over this
nne_year period offer an opportunity to evaluate the improvement in classification :accuracies
from changes in bandwidths and band locations, using data from the real world.
The imagery already collected is a time snapshot-sample of-'the environment, both in its... .
seasonal cycle and in the statu's of environmental quality at .the time of monitoring. .This ^ap-
luring over time of the electromagnetic signature of the. earth's surface allows a number of
important questions and measurements to be answered or derived. Even more dramatically,
the. data base allows recently developed processing techniques and procedures to be applied
to the early data years. after they yvere collected, so that actual environmental data can be
extracted from them.
An example of khis involves water quality applications, Only recently has it been feasible
i
to measure chlorophyll a concentrations in lakes and coastal areas using a combination of
spectral channelsin a computer program. Thedata bank has a number of repetitive looks at
the coastal areas of eastern Lake . Michigan and the Detroit River. Both . areas have received
much. attention by the EPA,. the State of Michigan, and the Great Lakes Basin Commission.. A
number of industrial outfalls, power generating sites, and river discharges occur in the areas
already mapped. It is now possible to trace changes in environmental quality (improvement
and^or degradation) in these areas, thus establishing a new and vahiiable dimension. in remote
sensing of the environment. Also, the technical specification information on the best wave- -
	 ^-^.
lengths, resolution, season, swath width,. time between monitoring missions, and the like can be
ascertained.
A similar situation arises with. measures of changed in land use, growth of urban areas,..
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ANEW TOOL FOR RESOURCE. MANAGERS	 '
1	 2.1 T,HE REMOTE :TENSING CONCEPT.
^	 '	 Remote sensing. is a means of obtaining information about portions of the biosphere by^	
_
noncontact methods. This information is derived from an analysis of patterns-of radiation re-
€
	
	 fleeted or emitted from objects in different and discrete regions of the electromagnetic spec-
trum.' The use of aircraft. or satellites to collect remote sensing data provides a capability for
^
	
	 synoptic looks at environments that makes it possible to deal more .effectively with large or
	 '
..complex ecosystems, In this way,. remote sensing forms a bridge between. intensive problem-
solving oriented research on small study sites and the application of the resource management




Remote sensing began at ERIM in the early 1.960's as an offshoot of military-and . space
research into new surveillance and reconnaissance techniques. First efforts in multispectral
	 < ':
sensing were focused on the use of multiple-lens cameras which produced. several. images of
	 ',	 ^,
a scene in different wavelength regions by taking simultaneous photos using different film-filter
combinations. When it came time to' analyze this data, however, it rapidly bE•a.ame obvious that,.
-	 except-for simple cases where only a few things were being compared over a limited area, the
`	 load placed on the photo-interpreter_by the .additional. detail this .technique provided. was over-
'	 whelming. The rapid input, output and analysis rates of-computers appeared to be one way . to
`	 cope with this enormous data-interpretation task and the problems of timeliness associated
with it. As a result, emphasis in the developing remote-sensing technical community shifted
'	 to developing the technology necessary to record radiation signals from the environment in
i
',	 multiple 'electronic channels on magnetic tape in order to make ahem computer compatible...
	
a
At this point, in the mid-1960's, NASA became-interested in supporting this emerging tech-
nology and initiated the first of its. continuing programs which have funded remote-sensing in-
	 ^^
}	 vestigations aimed at improving earth resources management. From the beginning ERIM's
aircraft and sensor systems have been a,major parE of the data collection team used by NASA
to support these investigations. Simultaneously, aparallel .program, designed to provide investi-
gators with a full spectrum of the necessary data processing and analysis techniques needed to
i	 accomplish their objectives, was also developed at ERIM.
	 .^_
Since that time ERIM's joint effort in the field of data collection and data analysis have de-
veloped into a cohesive. and focused program, During its existence it has passed through roughly
-	 three phases which accurately reflect the continuing development of the multispectral: remote
sensing concept and its application to the problem of earth resources .
 management. These 	 '
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k
2,2 ERIM AIRBORNE . SENSOR PROGRAM ^^,,
The. ERIM airborne sensor program started in 1966 with modified military infrared scan;- ^	 ^
ners mounted in a C-47 :aircraft. Over the next nine years the ability to routinely collect high
7 3
quality, investigator-specified multispectral data. was achieved through modification of equip-
''s
merit, standardization of data collection procedures, and streamlining of the instrumentation
`i
.operation which permitted a reduction of the sensor system crew from five to two. The scan-
j
ner system was improved by constructing a single scanner (M7) for all wavelengths from
ultraviolet to thermal infrared, thus making possible the collection of full spectrum, truly
multispectral data. At the same time, the system's electronics and tape recording- system..- -;
were improved. ATl these_ developments helped improve reliability and data quality so that the ^	 ^,
objective. of the Phase I.program - to prove the feasibility of collecting remote sensing data- a
witFl. airborne multispectral scanners -was realized. ^	 g
The Phase II program consisted of collecting and analyzing data to demonstrate the utility 	 I
of multispectral scanner data when applied to various resource management problems. Through
^.
a program of data collection and analysis funded by NASA, the utility of these data. were dem-
onstrated in agriculture,. geology, water quality, wildlife management, forestry, and other
_r<
natural resources managemenbareas. Later in this report, case. studies are presented which '
cite specific resources management problems in these .areas. and show the contribution made
to resources management by a variety of processed multispectral data. The joint data collec-
tion and processing aspects of this phase, which reached their peak in 1969-1972, demonstrated
that where was indeed promise in the use of properly processed multispectral scanner data in
a variety of resource management areas, and also helped justify the launch of the first Earth ' '.
Resources Technology Satellite [ERTS (now LANDSAT)], on 23 July 1972.
Phase III, the refinement of processing techniques and'ttie joint use of multispectral data
from satellite and aircraft platforms continues today. While much of the data collection capa-
blty has now been. taken over by NASA, the ERIM airborne sensors did collect a-number of
data sets. in support of ERTS and. SKYLAB investigations. While it is intuitively obvious that an •
optimum mix of sensor data for most. applications will be some satellite .and some aircraft data,
the actual-working nature of .this mix. has not. been, precisely defined.. Because of this probable
eventual need for aircraft . sensor data to help solve resources management problems. opera-
tionally, there. continues to be a requirement for an aircraft sensor capability. One objective of
g •	 p	 of thisthis. catalo	 is to familiarize	 otential users with the results obtained from one. source
type of data.
The development of radar remote sensing techniques at ERIM has paralleled. that of the MSS
but has not-progressed as far in erms of specific earth resources applications. The ERIM	 -
17





X-band Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SCAR) system, developed for military recannaissanc.e
investigations, was first used in earth resources applications in 1968. _ An L=band capability
ik	 was added in 1971, but the system has. been used infrequently for earth resources data collec-
	
sI	 ;;
^	 lion. .Classification processing techniques can be used with the multiband radar-data; however,
the utility of the radar data for this type of processing is currently limited by a lack of quant-
	 s
tatve measure and stability from scene to scene. System design modifications hzve been pro:-
^	 posed to overcome these constraints. Presently, the main. advantage of radar :remote sensing
t	 ^	 are its ability to see through. clouds, its range-independent spatial resolution, and its large
I	 swath-width at relatively low altitudes.
{	
^




A variety of data processing techniques were developed,in response to the needs of nvesti-
—s to.^s^ntprPGted in natura l reconrce manag ment, to extract various types of information from
	 '
a	 multispectral data. At the outset of the program, the basic need: was for a capability for-com-
puler processing of the multispectral data, n_order to help the human interpreter cope with-
.	 5
the analysis. load imposed by up to 12 simultaneously collected bands of spectral data. The
,.	 _	 ;
case studies. presented later in this chapter illustrate the :progress eventually made toward
this goal. In this section, the actual nature of several of the specific data . processing techniques
^.	 that .were developed and which are now in common use are briefly described 'to provide the
t
	
	 reader with a better understanding of the rationale wi^ich underlies their use in the cited ex-
amples. It is not the intention of this section to set.-forth in depth the limitations and mplemen-
Cation of these techniques. Readers interested in more detail in this regard are. referred to
Appendix A.
The. techniques that have been found useful are (color .-coded) single-channel calibrated
p
signal-level slicing, .creation of false color films, ratioing and multispectral signature rec-
ognition (or pattern recognition).
x	 ^
2.3.f SINGLE-CHANNEL CALIBRATED'LEVEZ SLICING
'	 For certain. applications, ` single-channel calibrated level slicing is adequate. to extract the
desired information from electronically recorded data. The major difference betweem this
technique and the density slicing techniques used on photography i that the slicing levels can
be calibrated more precisely. This can be done through the use.. of calibration. sources in the e.	^^
'	 in the sensor itself (e.g., temperature calibration plates), and is successful because the dy-
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l _^^! 1
i', 	 _ Level-sliced. data can be recorded on film in quantized grey-level form or in color -coded	 :-




photographic means. Alternatively,. data can be displayed on a color TV screen and the screen
!'^, photographed. A special processing circuit is used to relate signal strength to mixtures of
$ colors on the TV screen. 	 _	 _ _
^	 ^
^,; 2.3.2 FALSE -COLOR FILMS
','' Another useful processing technique for multispectral data has been the creation of false-
F color films. In this technique, three single -band images are- coded. in the three. subtractive
^.! primary colors: . yellow, magenta, and cyan. Since the channels of data used are not restricted
^` to those of the photographic region (0,4-0.9 µm), more information can be presented in this
format than is available from conventional color a,nd color-infrared films.
;I,,
--	 __
_	 i	 a s - o or i m ec mque, w en app ie 	 o mu ispec _ral scanner.
^' data, stems from the availability of narrower bands over a wider range of ,spectral data and
from the opportunity to optimize the contrast for each band of data. before creation of the color 	 `:
composite image. By proper. selection of bands and appropriate .contrast stretching before
color coding, subtle differences in a scene can be enhanced. The color -coding technique can
also ;be used with ratio images to provide a fundamentally dif''° ` •sF and potentially more useful
display than that obtainable from the display of single-band date .
	 ^ .
,: 2.3,3 RATIO PROCESSING 	 _._
€	
^.^ Under certain conditions, diagnostic information has been found' in, the pattern of correla-
''
;i
lion that exists in the signal level variations observed in two spectral bands for different`,
'I terrain features.
	 This realization has led to the development of ratio processing, ' where ,the
signal of one scanner channel (spectral band) is divided by that of another.. . The ob9ect is to en-
hence the discriminability of scene classes whose mean signal levels are negatively correlated
between. the two bands. Furthermore, because values of scene irradiance and atmospheric trans-
	 I
mission exhibit variations which -are highly correlated in adjacent spectral regions,. ratioing
'^
i	 '
can be an effective means of signature extension when terrain, -feature recognition is planned.
;^ using pattern recognition.
_.	 ^t^
1
^	 :^ Ratioed data that is to be analyzed directly is presented as a continuous -tone graymage,




2.3.4 MULTISPECTRAL SIGNATURE RECOGNITION
s
;^	 r Multispectral signature recognition is acomputer -implemented data -processing technique,,i
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^.I
studied use . of this technique is in the recognition. of various crops in agricultural areas, but
its. utility is not limited to that application. Its use is based on the assumption that the spec-
'	 tral signatures (i.e., the spectral radiances observed by the multispectral scanner in discrete
i
i	 wavelength bands) of various terrain features are sufficiently different to permit recognition
i
i
of these features by the pattern of their spectral variation.
'	 of the .recognition processor.^	 Tppical computer palgprithms fognr recognition. require training
^	 To' im lenient this ste s ectral si atures derived from training sets of known terrain - classes,
i j I
	
	 or from "clustering" of multispectral data to define separable spectral classes,. are. fed to the
recognition processor. After training (on, typically, a small fraction of the total data set), .the.
processor uses an algorithm to .classify the. unknown data according to the similarity of a spec-
	
'	 tral signature to the set of training signatures.
The assumption that the spectral 'signature of a terrain class is distinctive enough to per-
	 ^	 `'
mit good recognition is crucial to the success of pattern recognition techniques. Also, the`
conditions of data collection, .including illumination, scanner system stability, -and atmospheric
	 '
state must remain fairly uniform to allow .good performance.. .Since in practice, these data
collection conditions are only approximately uniform, various preprocessing techniques have
been developed to reduce the sensitivity of pattern recognition performance to variations in
	 ,,
collection. conditions over wide areas.. The uniqueness' of spectral signatures of terrain classes
.(under uniform collection conditions) is the fundamental limiting factor in determining the
ability of pattern recognition techniques to separate the classes in multispectral data. If two i
signatures closely resemble each other, the separation of the. classes those . signatures repre-
sent will be difficult, This realization has motivated the search for spectral bands where
various terrain classes have different enough. signatures to permit their accurate separation.
	 '
,^
This is termed-the optimum spectral bands problem.	 '
2.4 EXAMPLES OF THE USE QF AIRBORNE REMOTE SENSING IN RESOURCE MANAGE-
MENT
Until. recently, natural resource managers were forced to rely on timQ-consuming and
	 ;,
costly ground surveys for obtaining the basic data on environmental conditions whiJ^h permitted	 ?
intelligent decision-making. Today, the progressive resource/land manager can obtain most
of these . essential environmental parameters directly from: remote. sensing data. ;Resource
managers in nearly all fields have found aerial; photography an inexpensive tool . that greatly in-
creases the: efficiency of their .operations. With additional.-training in the fundamentals of non-
photographicremote sensing. techniques, managers .may now find. whole new areas of survey..
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The list of potential applications for these new forms of remote sensing is almost endless.
Some of these have already been developed to an operational. or near -operational stage. The
purpoe^ of this section is to illustrate the wide range of opportunities for effectively utilizing
multispectral remote sensing through description of applications of new methods that have
.reached a useful level of development. Hopefully, each reader .will find in these descriptions
something. relating to a management problem, parameter measurement, . data analysis capability
or location that will provide a hint as to how his or her own work may directly benefit. by an
investment of interest in this new technology.
',',	 2.4.1 AGRICULTURAL CROP MAPPING, ACREAGE DETERMINATIONS AND STRESS
;,	 DETECTION
In agriculture there are many requirQments for information. about large areas. The. most
basic types of information usually required in-this regard are identification of crops growing.
}	 in fields, measurement of the acreage of: crops ;grown in a given area,. and predictions of crop
yields. The assessment of crop stress (e.g., moisture stress, which could signify the need for
A	 ^	 irrigation, or the presence of disease) is also an important. type of information... By knowing
F.
crop acreage, predicted yield, and estimates of yield reduction because of stresses, production.
estimates can be made.
?^
^^	 One of the earliest demonstration applications'of the use of airborne multispectral scanner
.,
;^
t	 data was in crop identification.. Initial experiments were begun in 1964 by 'ERIM ( then the
^^	 Willow Run Laboratories of The University of Michigan). and Purdue, using data collected with.
an early version of-the M5 scanner system [1, 2]. Since that time Purdue, ERIM, and other
experimenthrs such as USDA-ARS Weslaco and Dr. V.I. Myers (now of South Dakota State
f^	 University), have continued o develop and refine computer -assisted crop identification, acreage
^'	 mensuration, and. stress detection using airborne multispectral data.
While many of the experiments have concerned the identification and mensuration of Corn
Belt agricultural crops (soybeans, corn,. winter wheat,. oats, etc.), there have been experiments..
at recognizing rice and safflowers in California, and .cotton. and sorghum in Southern Texas[1].
.The Corn'-Blight Watch Experiment was a major effort to attempt an assessment of the severity
of .Southern Corn Leaf Blight in Indiana during the 1971 growing season: [3]. All these experi-
	 ^^
ments were conducted using data from the M5 and, in the case of the Corn. Blight Watch Experi-
ment, M7 systems. Amore recent use of M7 scanner !data was to investigate the effects of
.various numbers. of spectral bands,. various spectral resolutions, and various radiometric
.precisions on a'multispectral scanner ' s ability to recognize Corn Belt Crops. This systems-
study was done to guide selection of the parameters for the NASA . Thematic Mapper, a_second-
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Figure 1 shows 15 spectral bands of multispectral scanner data covering the California
i Rice Fields area north of Marysville, California. -The data were collected of an altitude of
2000 ft on 6/26/66 at 1600. hours. Three basic types of crops are present in Figure 1. Bare
^I	 ^ soil fields are bright in the blue bands (0.4-0.5 µm). Safflower fields are bright in the near
s
infrared. (0.8-1.1 µm) and dark. in the blue and red. Mature and immature rice fields appear
I in intermediate tones in the near infrared. Figure 2 shows recognition of rice, safflowers and
E	 !	 ^ bare soil. The maps were prepared on the Special Purpose Analog Recognition Computer'
d (SPARC} using two of the 15 spectral bands available. Good delineation of safflowers, bare
soil and immature rice are evident in Figure 2, although the recognition of immature rice
^ within the fields is not complete because of variations in the percentage of rice cover. This !.
^ first attempt at crop mapping using M5 scanner multispectral data was qualitatively. successful,: .. ?
' ^ and set the sta a for later. more elaborg	 ,	 ate experiments. _ ]
1 Figure 3 shows a ground information map of crops near. Weslaco, Texas. The map shows (	 ;
two types of .cotton,.. sorghum and. corn. Multispectral data was -collected with. the M5 scanner ^"
^' system over this area ,at an altitude of 2000 ft on .6/30/66 at 1430 hours. Figure. 4 showsrec- ^	 ^'
';	 ': ognition of the two types of cotton and sorghum. Again, good recognition within the field
boundaries and. good separation of these crops is observed. These results were also generated
,
by SPARC processing using six bands of data. c
With these preliminary promising results and similar results .
 generated at LARS-Purdue
i
in hand,. more structured experiments were begun to assess the quantitative accuracy of -crop
i, mapping.. One' of the. first.. of these experiments by ERIM. was an attempt to map winter wheat
6 in Indiana [5). Figure 5 shows the test area near -Lafayette, Indiana. Figure 6 shows SPARC `- ^
recognition of winter wheat using six of the twelve visible-near infrared bands. Two. wheat i
training sets were used to account for some unexpected variations in . illumination, which oc-
' curred randomly in the scene. The accuracy of recognizing wheat in May was 78.0 j'o. The ^	 '
data shown in Figure 6 were collected on 5/6/66 and 6 /3Q/66 at 3500 ft altitude at 1330-1400
hours. At that time of year, the winter wheat was green and presented a dense canopy to the
^ sensor.... Some. misclassification of oats and green pastures as wheat attest to the potential
i
difficulty of separating these classes with pattern recognition processing of scanner data.
i More recently, quantitative experiments with crop recognition have been done at ERIM
( using selected segments of data from the. Corn .Blight Watch Experiment and data collected in
support of SKYLAB experiments in Michigan C 4, 6]. In addition to crop recognition maps, other ^:
summaries of_ system performance were generated in these studies as well. These included
`,tabular statistics or graphs showing performance _as a function of the number"of spectral
channels. and of	 patial: resolution. As an example :
 of the latter type of output, Figure 7 shows ^	 ;
j^
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FIGURE 1. MC LTISf'ECTRAL IMAGERY OF hAVIS, CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL AREA.
26 June 1966; 1600 hours; 2000 ft (610 m) AGL. (Continued)
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FIGURE 1. MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY OF DAMS, CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL AREA.



















FIGURE 2. CROP RECOGNITION MAP OF
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL AREA.
r. 26 June 1966; 1600 hours: 2000 tt (610 m) AGL;
bands used: 0.62-0.66 and 0.8-1.0 µ m.
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(b) Ground Truth Map
KEY
N--^	 CN = Cotton
SG = Sorghum
CT =	 Citrus
BS = Bare Soil
FF =	 Fallow Field
F = Farmstead
FIGURE 3. VIDEO AND GROUND-TRUTH MAPS OF WESLACO, TEXAS AGRICULTURAL AREA .
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FIGURE 4. COLOR-CODED RECOGNITION MAP OF R'ESLACO, TEXAS AGRICULTURAL AREA.
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(a) 6 May 1966, 3500 ft (1067 m) Data (b) 30 June 1966,:10,000 ft (3048 m) Data 	 '
FIGURE' 5. GROUND-TRUTH MAPS FOR DATA COLLECTED NEAR LAFAYETTE, INDIANA
''
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FIGURE 6. RECOGNITION OF WHEAT NEAR LAFAYETTE, INDIANA AT TWO DIFFERENT
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NUMBER OF SPECTRAL CHANNELS
FIGURE 7. CLASSIF'ICAT'ION ACCURACY VS NUMBER OF SPECTRAL BANDS,
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL TEST SITE
,,
	 30
i	 for classification. The results demonstrate that for these data, collected by the M7 at 1030
a
hours on 8/5/73 at an altitude of 10,000 ft, four-caannel recognition of the crops studied -corn,
oats and soybeans is nearly as good as twelve-chai.nel performance,.. (It should not be inferred 	 ,<"
from this, however, that the four channels used, 0.62-0.70, 1.5-1.8, 0.41-0.48 and 0.67 -0.94 µm,
.	 are optimum for other crops at other times in the growing season.) Figure 8 shows the acreage
mensuration accuracy for fields of varying sizes as a function of the spatial resolution of
digital data. The different spatial resolutions were sinnulated by averaging samples of digitized
data. Because digital scene .elements containing field boundaries are often, but not always
misclassified, acreage mensuration accuracy was found to decrease as the spot -size resolution
of E	
,.
he data increased relative to the field size.--The effect is most drastic for: small fields.
	 ^.
,.
These quantitative results of crop classification and mensuration accuracy were 	 =d in the
selection of bands and spatial. resolution for the Thematic Mapper, which may be flown on the
	 ,
EOS satellite in the 1980`s. 	 '.
The Corn Blight Watch Experiment, conducted in 1971, was the first large-scale attempt
„,	 to map the development of a crop . stress during the . growing season. In this experiment, pe-
	 }
riodic coverage was essential for accurate monitoring of blight development. A camera in the
j	 NASA RB -57 aircraft collected" color- .infrared photography every two weeks during the growing
t
season for sample segments which spanned nearly the entire U.S, corn-producing area. Air-
craft multispectral scanner data were collected by the ERIM scanner system in mid -May; and
	 ;^ !
bi-weekly from late June through mid-October over 30 segments from northern to southern ^
	 ^.
Indiana. Extensive. ground information was also gathered by USDA personnel and by invest-
gators from ERIM and LARS. ^
	 ^'
r	 Pattern recognition techniques were used to map blight severity. Fifteen 1 x 8-mile strips
	 ','
of data were processed every two weeks at ERIM on the SPARC computer. As an example of
a	 ::
the SPARC -processed data, Figure 9 shows 0.67-0.94 µm imagery and processed data of seg-
t^
;^:	 ment 212, near Crawfordsville,. Indiana. Also shown in Figure 9 is color-coded recognition of
	 '-
'	 two classes of corn blight -mild blight (levels 0-3) in green and severe blight (levels 4 and 5) in
t;	
a
red. The blight levels were coded 0-5 representing no blight to severe blight. It was the con-
^^	 elusion of the Corn Blight Watch Final Report [3 ] that the. two classes. of blight shown in Fig-
,`
ure 9 were at least. as accurately mapped by the computer processing of airborne multispectral
"
^	 data as with photointerpretation of high-altitude color-infrared photography.
;^
^,
i	 2.4.2 EARLY DETECTION OF FOREST DAMAGE
€`.	 Each year as much as 50% of the timber volume added by annual growth. to the forests ofE;
`;	 ^	 the United States is destroyed by insect pests and ree diseases [?]. In addition to :the timber
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(a) 0.72-0.92 µm lmagery
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(b) Color-Coed ltecognrtion Map
Color	 Material	 Optimum Channels (µm)
Green	 Corn, blight levels 0-3	 0.50-0.54






FIGURE 9. COLOR-CODED RECOGNITION MAP OF CORN BLIGHT NEAR CRAWFORDSVILLE,





!ii' impaired wood quality in the remaining trees. In the worst situations land may even be left
completely unstocked by desirable tree species...
In most cases, effective .control or suppression of these destructive .agents 'is dependent
largely on early detection of their presence. Unfortunately, this is all too frequently impossible: 	 '
One reason for this is the extensive and remote nature of the susceptible-area. Another is the
fact that the reconnaissance surveys required for effective early detection of pathogen activity
would have to be added to the already formidable work load of field personnel.
This means foresters must depend on incidental reports of tree damage and identification
of causal agents, carried out by field personnel either in addition to their regular duties, or in
	 `
response to the request of a concerned landowner who has noticed an unusual condition. By this
time, however, it may be too late to control or suppress the situation. The damage syndrome
may have covered too extensive. an area or may be at a developmental stage that will. not re-
spond to treatment; the particular time of year may also make it impossible to solve the prob-
lem. In the long run. this results in an increased loss of forest resources, a compounded salvage
problem, and usually greater costs for control or suppression when it is feasible,
The use of aerial reconnaissance surveys employing either trained observers [9] orphoto-
interpretation techniques [10, 1^, 12] is a partial answer to the enormous surveillance and
	 ^	 ,
assessment task this problem poses. Large and/or remote areas can be surveyed from an
	 ':
.airplane for a fraction of the cost of using field techniques. Yet for several of-the more im=
portant types of forest damage, these advantages have not :been realized, since investigations
have shown that damage still cannot be spotted early enough to permit effective remedial action;
the period of time required for specific organizational response still exceeds that margin
a
gained by the use of aerial detection methods. 	 _
There is, nevertheless, hope for improving upon existing methods of aerially detecting in-
cipient damage by two of the more destructive groups of damage-producing agents, bark beetles
'and root-rotting fungi. While these .organisms are dissimilar in nature .and mode of attack,. i	 i
the manifestations of the damage they cause to individual trees. share certain common char-
acteristics. Following an attack by either agent, the first serious physiological effect of the 	 ;
stress induced in the host tree is an interruption. of the water transport mechanism between
its roots and the leaves. A system capable of sensing the manifestations of this moisture stress
	 , ,
might provide the early warning of infestation or infection that is required..
In laboratory experiments, Rohde [13 ]measured an increase in r.iid-infrared (1.0-2.6-iCm)








'•,	 was observed before any visible change became apparent in the foliage. Since imaging caps-
F i	 -	 bili.ties of the multispectral scanner (MSS) permit it to collect data in the critical. mid-
' ^	 infrared ortion of the s ctrum which`s be and the hoto ra hic re 'on it ap	 pe	 ,	 y	 p	 g p	 gi ,	 ppears that the
MSS may possess 'the potential to improve aerial forest damage surveys involving. these
^'•	 pathogens.
i	 f
As an empirical. test of this hypothesis, data were collected over a NASA forestry study
.	 site near Ann Arbor, Michigan, in June of 1970 and 1972 [ 14]. The study site - is comprised . of
three distinct stands of conifers, each approximately 35 years old. Eastern white pine and red
',	 pine are planted separately and cover most of the area, but a small stand of mixed hemlock
and spruce is also present (Figure 10).
The multispectral data were collected at an altitude of 1500 ft, providing an effective 	 j
ground resolution. of 4 ft2 .	 ^	 ,1
Olson (Principal Investigator) and Roller (MSS Data Processing Task Leader) realized that.
,^	 before a MSS could ever become a practical alternative method of conducting forest damage
i	 surveys, any data processing procedures and analysis strategies developed must . overcome sev-
i	 eral important criticisms. These included: 	 .=^:
,.fi	 i1. the high costs associated with MSS data collection. and processing; 	 ^?
2 the - complex nature of this technology, which makes it a high-risk survey technique; and




j	 printer portraits of a study site), which requires special ,training before it can be
(^ ;	 correctly interpreted.
C	
:y	 ^
With particular regard to this last issue, it was recommended that, in the design of the system,
the ability to make ready comparisons between MSS results and photographs. and _maps should 	 -
'	 be a high prioriay.
The ratio-processing technique developed for this application and illustrated in .Figure 11
shows promise in meeting. all these criteria. In the ratio-processed MSS data, the study site
still appears much as it would in a conventional black and white photograph; the only difference
^ ^'	 is that the tonal values are reversed from those which we normally encounter. Tn this imagery'.
^	 hardwoods are very dark, while conifers are light. The two MSS data channels ratioed were a 	 3
near-infrared (rTIR) spectral band, 1.0-1:4 µm, and shear-infrared (]>TIR) band 2.0-2.6 µm It 	 is
^h	 was hoped that by ratioing it would be possible to enhance the appearance of trees with. an in- 	 :,
I	 ^	 creased reflectance in the 2 . µm region, due to water stress, yet with normal 1' µm-reflectance,
because no changes in needle morphology had yet occurred.	 -	 ;,:,
Six tonal anomalies were =found in the processed MSS imagery ._ These are the darker` areas
within the conifer stands indicated. by the arrows in Figure 11. Comparison with the phofointers
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FIGURE 10. FGREST DAMAGE DETECTION STUDY SITE, SHARONVILLE STATE GAME
AREA, JACKSON COUNTY, MICHIGAN. The original color infrared photography is 70 mm
format and was collected on 5.lune 1972 at 1100 hrs, 3000 ft (914 ►n) AGL.
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'	 using photointerpretation methods. All of these known infection centers were characterized
by holes in the canopy, actually dying trees, through which the litter of the forest floor was
visible.
Very close scrutiny of the photography in the vicinity of the two additional anomalies re-
sulted in the detection of the presence of one small dead tree and one which was highly faded
(yeYlow-green foliage) in the area of anomaly 6, and no visible damage in the region of anomaly 3.
Examination of these areas on subsequent photography, collected two years later during a
repent survey in 1972 (Figure 12) shows that both have developed into new infection centers
{field verified). This indicates the value of a MSS data enhancemenk technique for use in
forestry work. Both of these areas would have been unnoticed for. two more years if the MSS
data had not focused attention on them. It is precisely this type of early detection ofpathogen
activity that will give foresters the time they need to be able to provide adequate protection
for our forest resources.
In an operational survey, strip film imagery of this type could be .generated using a wet
processor in-flight, and. be ready for interpretation upon landing or for .immediate distribution
,.
to field-checking crews. The job of aforester-image interpreter would then be to scan each
plantation. or stand. for obvious tonal. anomalies. Only these anomalies need then be checked. on
,, the ground.
', 2.4.3 WATERFOWL HABITAT ASSESSMENT
^' Each year the. opportunity to observe migratory waterfowl returning to their northern
breeding grounds in the spring, and then to hunt. them in the fall as they once again head south,
offers millions of Americans countless days of satisfying outdoor recreation [15] . In turn,
sportsmen and others who enjoy the outdoors contribute. to the perpetuation of this renewable
resource through revenue collected by the federal government from both. the sale of duck.. stamps
and taxes on the sales of firearms and ammunition. 	 -
^! The agency .responsible forthe protection and. management of migratory waterfowl is the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service in the Department. of the Interior. Their research has
shown that annual populations of migratory waterfowl, unlike resident small-game species
r! (e.g., jack rabbits and pheasants), can be greatly .influenced. by hunting pressure [16). 	 Largely,.
this is a result of the fact that hunting is the major: cause of mortality among the young of the
.'`. year for many species of waterfowl, although changes in weather and the water conditions of the
'^ wetlands in the breeding grounds are also important [17, 18], What this means is that proper
a
management. of migratory waterfowl requires an annual adjustment of :hunting regulations to
insure that a sufficient number of birds remain after the hunting season to provide for produc-
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FIGURE 11. 1970 FGtiIES ANNOSUS DAMAGE DETECTION SURVEY.
Multispectral data and 70 mm color aerial photography collected on
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^	 Data Processint;
;1lethod: Stereoscopic Photo-Interpr^t3uu;.
Circles indicate location of suspected
infection centers.







Anomolous areas indicated by arrows
°	 FIGURE 11. 1970 FOMES AN NO SUS DAIv1AGE DETECTION 5C12VE^^.
Multispectral data and 70 mm color aerial photography c^^llf^cted on

















All four suspected infection centers
eorr•elate with locations of known pockets
4




















with locations of known pockets'of
F. Annosus infection.
"• Two additional anomolous areas remain
to be correlated with further work.
FIGURE 11._ 1970. FOMES ANNOSUS .DAMAGE DETECTION SURVEY.
Multispectral data and 70 mm color aerial photography collected on
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(b) Color Infrared 70 mm Phuwl;raphy, June 1972 Survey
Arrows indicate new holes in the canopy and
fadir►k trees (blue crowns), which confirm
1970 MSS Survey results .
FIGURE 12. FOMES ANNOSU S DETECTION: COMPARISON OF 1970 MSS SURVEY WITH 1972 PHOTOGRAPHIC
SURVEY. The color infrared photography was collected on 5 June 1972 at 0930 hours, 1500 ft (45? m) AGL.
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In order to set appropriate hunting regulations, accurate estimates of the current year's.
recruitment for the populations of the different species-of waterfowl must be available at the
time these regulations are established. Since the regulations are set in late summer, before. the
migration. actually begins, a critical need thus exists to be aide to accurately redict - the size.
of the fall flight from the breeding grounds.
To meet this need, over the past twenty years the United States Fish and Wildlife Servicg
f (USF&WS), in cooperation with the Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS), haS developed systematic
^	 aerial inventory procedures. for predicting. fall waterfowl populations [19, 20] . Aerial transects
^	 ',
are flown in May and July to gather information relating to sizes of breeding. populations, habitat
'	 condition, and estimates of waterfowl production. Limited. ground samples are then used to ob-
tain correction factors for the large body of aerial data, and the adjusted results used for
reaching management decisions.
1
j^	 A problem inherent to the above procedure is one of timeliness. Predictions regarding
the fall waterfowl flight must be available to the various flyway council meetings held in early
j ^	 August, when the bag limits and season lengths are. established for the fall hunting period.
Aerial surveys, however, often are not completed until the end of July. As a resulf, wildlife.
^,.
^	 biologists are hard-pressed to evaluate and. develop the necessary recommendations in time to
	 ^
i 	^ meet this annual deadline.
Recently, biologists have suggested that a reliable brood-production index could be derived 	 1
I ^	 for several species of migratory waterfowl in the glaciated prairies and parklands of the mid-
continent from a comparison. of the number of wetlands characterized by open surface water
("ponds") existing in May and July, and independent of the actual size of the breeding population
i}}^ [17]. 
Because water can be easily recognized using a single near-infrared wavelength band of
^ 1	 data, the use of an airborne scanner system to record the terrain's appearance and a machine
processor to analyze the electronically recorded signal should provide a very efficient means




The United States Fish and Wildlife Service (Northern Prairie Research Station) and ERIM
conducted joint. studies between 1968 and 197.2 to establish the feasibility of this approach, and
^r
to determine optimum data collection and processing strategies and systems [21, 22] . The
imagery. that follows illustrates the results and. procedures developed during this work: (i)
raw video data collected by the scanner (Figure 13); (2) the intermediate data processing step 	 ,^
I i
	 in which the ponds are delineated (Figure 14); (3) the final step, in which summary statistics
I	 i	 y






The advantages found to be gained using the MSS system are several. First, a uniform
criteria is em to ed for detectinp y	 g ponds and delineating their areas and perimeters. Second,
^f	
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(b) Level Sliced Water Recognition Map, 1.5 -1.8 µ m, Digital Imagery
N
FIGURE 13. POND DETECTIOI': ACCOMPLISHED BY THRESHOLDING 1.5-1.8 µm DATA.
31 July 1970; 0955 hours; 4500 ft (1372 m) AGL; Woodward, North Dakota Study Area.
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FIGURE 14. CHANGES IN POND AREA BETWEEN MAY AND JULY DETECTED IN PROCESSED DATA.
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FIGURE 15. TYPICAL DIGITAL COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF POND STATISTICS
22 May 1970; 1013 hours; 2100 ft (640 m) AGL; Woodward, North Dakota study area; 1.5-1
' Pond Shape is defined as Perimeter Waterfowl managers are interested in pond perilr
4n area
sfiape because it influences the number of breeding pairs that can occupy an area. Irre^




















' 	 hand; computers also permit the display of summary statistics quickly and easily according
to several different tabulation schemes. Finally, the increased efficiency with which the re-
	
,
source can be inventoried makes it possible. to analyze a larger area, thus. increasing the
	 t.
sample size and, hopefully, improving the accuracy of the production index.
Present research efforts are involved with. investigating the feasibility of using satellite
	 ,;	 j
data to rovide an additional dimension to the s no tic nature of this a
	 )P	 y p	 pproach to the problem
of waterfowl habitat inventory [23] . Results of this research may indicate a combined satellite/
^1	 aircraft program as the most efficient method of getting the essential survey data.
I
2.4.4 REGIONAL GEOLOGY INTERPRETATION 3
Geology represents a particularly suitable application of modern remote censor data for
several reasons. These include the need for large-area spatial terrain information, the varying
spectral reflectance and emittance characteristics of geological materials, and the general
	 '
j acceptance in the past. of aerial photography as an important part of geological exploration and
I	 mapping. This last reason has allowed geologists to readily perceive ;the value of extending . 	^	 ^,
established techniques of photo-geology to newer types of remote senspr data. With these new
	 `!
types'of imagery the geologist is able to discern and identify terrain patterns of useful geologic
'.I	 +	 _3
detail which are either very subtle or absent in aerial .
 photos.
Data from two different test sites provide examples of some of the geologic information
available with modern imaging sensors: multispectral, thermal IR.,and radar. The two sites are
	 .^
(1) the. alluvial. fan and fault zone along the base of the Stillwater Range in :west-central Nevada,
k ^	 and (2) the volcanic terrain of the Pisgah. Crater area in southern California. The fact that both
^	 of these. sites are in acid climates maximizes the .surface exposure of geological materials..
.The .
 Stillwater Range was one of the earliest geological sites flown with the M5 scanner system
(25 June 1966) and Pisgah Crater has been recorded on four different multispectral and radar
j	 missions, commencing in 1967.	 ,_
f	 ,	 -	
,..
The Stillwater Range, like most ranges in the Range and Basin Province, was formed by
	 '.
I
tectonic uplift along steeply dipping normal faults of Cenozoic to Recent age. Indeed, recent
earthquakes indicate. that the fault zones are still active. In places these faults have resulted
,^	 in scarps several feet high which commonly traverse the alluvial fans at the base of the ranges,
rl	 interrupting drainage patterns, blocking roads, and providing evidence of the fault locations [24] .I




	 key to understanding the structural geology of an area and is a prerequisite to the current
interest in earthquake prediction. The continuous strip format and spectral detail of multispec-







Figure 16 compares three multispectral images of the fault zone along the eastern edge :3
G^	 ^ of the Stillwater Range. Image (a) is a reflective infrared image recorded in the 1.5 to 1.8 µm




`' valley alluvium may be discerned. .Image (b) is recorded in the 4 . 5 to 5.5 µm thermal range ^
4{
• and shows grey tones associated withdifferent alluvial, materials. 	 Image (c) is a ratioed image
^' of two infrared spectral. bands in which the fault trace along the base of the Stillwater Range
^^ can be easily perceived. . This trace, evident on image (a) as well, is formedby a series of
3
scarps, twelve feet high or more, in the alluvium. Comparing the 'images with data recorded r
in the visible wavelengths, it was concluded that the reflective and thermal infrared data pro-
vided better image contrast of terrain scarp patterns in these fault zones. Indeed, the fact that
the scarp appears dark in the reflective IR and warm (light) in the thermal IR aliaws its lo-
cation to be enhanced in the ratio image.
From a hydrologic perspective the differentiation of alluvial materials in this grid en-
vironment may provide evidence of sources and flow directions of subsurface water. Figure 17 r	 "^'
compares three.. images which, successively from top to bottom, provide better. delineation of the ^	 i
ahuvial materials at the base of the Stillwater Range. The upper image shows contrasts in the
` 0.8 to 1.1 µm range which are very similar to those observed in the visible range. In other
^,
rt
words, it is unlikely that aerial photography which records in the visible . and near IR wavelengths
would provide. fetter differentiation of the alluvial materials than is shown in this image. 	 The:, ^	 '.
middle image was recorded in the 1.5 to 1.8 µm range and shows many of the fine details of the ^,
incised channels caused by ephemeral. streamflow across the fans which are not apparent in
the upper image. The lower image is a ratio of the 3.0 - 4.^1 µm andthe 1.5 = 1.8 µm bands.
This image clearly differentiates the extent and general orientation' of these alluvial fans and l
confirms other observations that the near -IR spectral range provides unique discrimination of J
geological .features{25] . Near the base of the fans is the Hum6olt Salt Marsh, a salt marsh
playa.. The . ground water: is provided to this marsh from the Stillwater Range 'through the
alluvial fans shown, and. is also affected by the tectonic activity of this area. ^	 ;
Pisgah Crater, :California, has been. the .site . of a-number of geological investigations uti-
izing remote sensor data. Its selection provided' good exposures of a variety of lithologic ^	 s
materials — including _ lava flows of different ages and, surface textures, felsic materials, and
recent gravels and alluvium [ 26] . Almost no vegetation in this acid area obscures .the geologic ,:	 ^
materials.
gu	 g ...from a study of the Pisgah Crater area,Fi	 re 18 shows three thermal infrared ima es
.two of which a	 ear similar in contrast 27	 The tpp	 [	 ] .	 hird image is a ratio of the first two and ^
,`	 ,^# shows relative differences between. them. Each image shows an area of approximately 0.8 by
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:ult Line--1
Fault Line
(a) 1.5-1.8 µm	 (b) 4.5 -5.5 µm	 (c) Ratio 4.5-5.5 µm
1.5 - 1.8 µ m
FIGURE 16. COMPARISON OF THREE MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES OF THE EASTERN BASE
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FIGURE 17. COMPARISON OF THREE INFRARED IMAGES OF THE ALLUVIAL FANS AT THE






(a) Channel 1: 8.2-10.9 µ m
., . a.^.
(b) Channel 2: 9.4-12	 m 1 t^^ile
-E -- V
l:hannci 1(c) Ratio Channel 2 - R12
FIGURE 18. THERMAL INFRARED IMAGES OF THE PISGAH CRATER AREA, CALIFORNIA.
Left to right: alluvium (A); partially covered basaltic lava (LA)^of phase 2; highway, fang)omerate,
and gravel (f); Pisgah pahcehce basaltic lava (LP) of chase 3; windblown sand and silt (S); andPisgah as basaltic lava (LA) of phases 1 and 2. Data collected 30 October 1971 at 0840 hrs, 3000 ft
(914 m) AGL.
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3
scanner data recorded in different bands of the same infrared spectral. range..They primarily
r	 `	 show terrain temperature differences related to the thermal properties of the materials. and
`	 exposure to the sunlight.. The data were collected several hours after sunrise and the southeast
	 }	 i
I^
slopes of the crater have been heated by the .sun while the shadowed northwestern slopes re -
	 ;
,p.
main cooler. Also, the double lanes of the highway to the north-appear warmer than the
'	 surrounding alluvium (dark toned on the image). Striking differences are seen. in the ratio of
j	 these. two images.	 ^-	 ^






original images and. enhancing differences, shows image patterns of light and dark related to
the surface material and texture. For example, the annotated ratio image shows alluvium,
	
'	 fanglomerate, and gravel as dark and areas of basaltic lava as light-toned. Reasons for these
differences are related, in part, to the emissivity differences. of these materials in the two
	 ^	 '




'	 versus non-silicate materials in the 8 to 10 µm range, in contrast to the 10 to 12 µm-range
where no such emissivity differences occur, the ratio of these two bands provides useful dis-
crimination of geologic materials on the basis of composition and texture (particle size).. Be-





	 oxygen.. band of the silicate molecule in the 8-10 µm waveband, this type of information is not:
available from other remote sensor s stems.Y
Radar sensors, operating in the microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum,; also
^	 provide unique geological information. ERIM's high resolution synthetic .
 aperture radar col-
	
'	 lected X- and L-band imagery from the Pisgah Crater test site in 1971. The radar system has
	 ^.
the advantage of obtaining wide-area coverage independent of an exterior illumination source
{such as the sun for aerial photography).. Also, .since the reflected. terrain signals are recorded
at an oblique angle, they .
 are much more dependent. upon terrain roughness and object geometry
	 ^
'	 '	 than other types of remote sensor data.
	 `
..
tions of the X-band data. In contrast to Figure 18 where the cone is illuminated from the riza- '
I	 I	 Fi re 19 shows the Pis ah Crater and surroundm lava flows with two different of east,
	 ,
I	 „^,	 the radar signals make the north side of the cone appear bright. In these images-the rough-
•	 surfaced lava flows around the . cone appear considerably lighter in. tone, particularly in the
lower (H-V) :polarized image. Metal powerline poles appear as intense brig_ ht spots along the
right .
 side of the imagery. 	 ^	 ^
^	 `^	 Figure 20 shows. the 23-cm L-band images of the same Pisgah Crater area. Here the image
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`^	 (a) X-Band 30' ti 30' Horizuntal-Horizontal




(b) X-Band 30' n 30' Horizontal -^ ^., t << at
FIGURE 19. COMPARISON OF TWO POLARIZATIONS OF X-BAND IMAGERY OF PISGAH CRATER
AREA, CALIFORNIA. Altitude: 5300 ft ( . 1615 m) ALL; depression ankle: near edge 46°, tar edge 13°.
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(a) L-Band 30' ^ ?^' Horizontal-Horizontal
N
	 Dire^tinn of Flit*ht--^
(b) L-Band 30' < 30' Horizontal-Vertical
FIGURE 20. COMPARISON OF TWO L-BAND IMAGES OF THE P^ISGAH CRAT^R AREA, CALIFORNIA.
Altitude: 5300 ft (1615 m) AGL; depression ankle: near edge 46 ,far edge 13
	 Data collected in 1971.
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2.4.5 EUTRAPHICATION ASSESSMENT
`'	 2.4.5.1 Inland Lakes
.The protection of the existing aesthetic and recreational values of inland lakes is a major
contemporary water resource management problem. The development of an effective .
 inland
lakes management program for the protection of these resources will. depend in part on the
establishment of suitable data collection systems and data analysis procedures.
• Eutrophica.'cion of surface waters is a natural process which is frequently accelerated by




loading .resulting from land-use practices and activities within the watershed, together with
nutrient loading from natural sources. Hence, the development of effective preservation or
improvement. programs will require a data base which includes information regarding the exist-
ing trophic state of lakes together with land-use data for the watersheds in-question. The latter
is required for loading-function development and for the identification of land-use practices .and
activities which contribute to a degradation of surface waters. The information needed in large-
scale eutrophication assessment and control programs is very extensive. Many of-the require-
ments can be met through the application of .remote sensing technology....
A review of the problem. of eutrophication measurement indicates that over the years a wide
range of parameters have been used to measure eutrophication and express. trophic state [29,
30] . The . number and variety of parameters used for this purpose reflects.; the fact that no i
single parameter can serve as the measure of trophic state.: They also reflect the conceptual
difficulty frequently associated with the term, which has been used to describe: either the pro-
ductivity status and/or the nutrient status of a lake. In general, however, an .attempt is normally
made to measure, directly or indirectly., the major manifestation of eutrophication which, of
course, is an increase in the concentration. of phytoplankton and higher plants and acorrespond-
''	 ing change in the optical properties of the water mass.
	
'
Chlorophyll "a" suspended solids and transparency are measurable by remote-sensing tech-
niques and could serve as the basic parameters for eutrophication assessment. In the case. of
eutrophic bodies of water, the above measurements can . be
 supplemented by measurement of
the distribution of littoral and/or floating vegetation as-well as by documentation of algal blooms.
It should. be noted that all of the above .
 parameters and manifestations are widely used as indi-
cators of trophic. state.
ERIM, in cooperation with a number of local. agencies in Genesee County, Michigan, recently
_ completed a program designed to introduce remote sensing technology into local environmental
planning. and public policy formulation processes in an inland lakes area [31}...One phase of
#his program involved the environmental assessment of selected inland lakes and their :adjacent
54
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watersheds. Processing techniques were developed to extract information from multispectral
scanner data regarding water transparency and chlorophyll content. Results of theoretical
and. experimental studies indicate that; ( 1) the addition of suspended solids to water decreases.
its transparency, and also causes an increase in reflectance which is more pronounced in the
red than in the green region of the spectrum (Figure 21); and (2) the addition of cholorphyll "a"
to water causes a relative decrease in reflectance in the blue region as compared to the green
and red regions of the spectrum. In general terms, ratios of observed reflectances in"the
appropriate wavelength bands may be used as indicators of water transparency and-chlorophyll
content, although the relationships are nonlinear.
Figure 22 shows two analog processed ratio images in which the tones represent the values
of reflectance: ratios which have been found to correlate closely with water. transparency and
surface chlorophyll "a" content, respectively. fluantitative results were obtained using digital
processing techniques.. (An example of-. digital processing results is included in Section 2.4.7,
Coastal Oceanography. )
Concurrent measurements of transparency with a Secchi disc and laboratory measurements
of chlorophyll "a" content have confirmed. their correlation within the range of 0.7 to 6.0 meters
of Secchi disc transparency . and 0.1 to 50 mg/m3 of chlorophyll "a" concentration.
As part of the above cited inland lakes study, the concept of a remote sensing trophic state
index was examined and demonstrated [31, 32]. The terms included in the index were;
TI = kl ,i,^ + k2CHRS 
+ k3VRS + k4Tratio + k50CH + ks
where
	 '^'I =trophic index
T^ =transparency (standardized value)
CHI =chlorophyll (standardized value)
VRS =aquatic vegetation (standardized value)
T	 =transparency ratio (standardized value)ratio
OCH =chlorophyll increase (standardized value)
kl , k2, k3 , k4 , k5 = weighting. factors
The above trophic index i a dimensionless number which includes weighting factors deter-
f	 mined through principal component analysis. The standardized values. to be used in the equation
are determined for each parameter by subtracting the mean value and dividing by the standard






	 The index was designed for lakes which" exhibit significant seasonal. changes. Ideally, the
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^-- 3.2 k m —^
(a) 0.41-0.48 µ m	 (b) 0.50 -0.54 ^^ m	 (c) 0.62-0.70 µm
Blue	 Green	 Red
FIGURE 21. SUSPENDETI SOLIDS. Eastern shoreline of Lalce Michigan;
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FIGURE 22. ANALOG PROCESSED RATIO IMAGERY, SILVER LAKE-LAKE PONEMAH,
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f
a season; the next two (Tratio' OCH) are included in order to measure the shift between pre-
season and peak conditions. Clearly, in the case of an oligotrophic lake any change in the latter
parameters would be modest in contrast to the large: shifts which occur in eutrophic lakes. A
color term could be added which would facilitate normalization of a data set which included both
clear and.colored lakes.
2.4.5.2 Great Lakes	 ^`
F 
Another indication of the trophic state of a lake is the extent of aquatic vegetation. In the
case of Lake Ontario, the inflow of nutrient. rich waters from. tributary sources, together with
nutrient loading from major population centers around the lake, is sufficient to maintain a ref-
atively high level of productivity. This is evidenced in part by an extensive growth and develop
meat of benth'.c algae Cladophora.
Cladopho ra consists of long strands which are normally attached to a hard bottom in near-
shore areas. However, at one point in the life cycle, the algae become detached through wave
and wind action and are deposited on the ,beach. From the viewpoint of the horeline property
owner, the subsequent decomposition of large.: masses of Cladophora produces highly obje^-
tionable conditions which detract from the aesthetic and recreational values of the nearshore
zone.
i
A,ny attempt to delineate the distribution (and estimate the standing crop) of benthic algae
or aquatic macrophytes must face the issue that conventional methods of data acquisition are
totally inadequate, particularly when dealing with a large environmental system. The utiliza- 	
r
tion of some form of remote-sensing technology is clearly indicated for this purpose. 	 a
In a project under the sponsorship of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, multispec- 	
3
trai remote-sensing data were collected for this purpose during the summer of 1972. along the
U.S. shoreline of Lake Ontario.
In this effort, remote sensing technology was developed. and used for the following purposes:
(1) to delineate the distribution of Cladophora (benthic. algae) along the U.S. shoreline,
(2) to provide an estimate of Cladophora standing crop: (biomass) by coupling remote-
sensing data with ground-truth information..
To accomplish these goals, a processing technique involving the ratio of two spectral ^han-
nels was developed,for discriminating between Cladophora and. bare substrate, usually sand,
under' a variable depth of water ranging from 0 to 5 meters. Asingle-channel technique was
found to be inadequate because in any given channel the signal observed over Cladophora in
	 -
r
shallow water is equal to the signal over sand in deeper water. Using the: ratio of the signals
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Both analog and digital processing was used. In the analog imagery (Figure 23a) light ^
tones represent sand and dark represent Cladophora. 	 In the digital product (Figure 23b) a ^^
light symbol represents sand and. a dark symbol represents Cladophora. Land. areas were
edited out using anear-infrared channel, and an automatic count of light and dark symbols was 3
used to estimate the total area covered by Cladophora. 1
The results show an extensive growth and development of Cladophora in the study area. ^
^ Approximately 66% of the nearshore zone (to the 5-meter depth contour) in the western portion
'
,,
of the lake. and 79% 'in the eastern portion was found to be covered by Cladophora,[ 33] .
The results form part of the environmental data base for Lake Ontario and are published..
in the EPA Ecological Research Series. Data from this report have also been incorporated in
a technical report to the International Joint Commission [34] .
i
i
2.4.6 POWER PLANT DISCHARGES AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SURFACE
WATERS ti
Temperature is an important environmental parameter which has a bearing on all chemical,
physical, and biological processes. Therefore, documentation of existing thermal conditions-in
a body of water is normally a prerequisite for (1) assessing the impact of thermal discharges,.
(2) water quality modelling, and (3}.planning municipal, .industrial, and recreational uses of
surface waters.. Once thermal standards have been established, information regarding tem-
r




Thermal. monitoring . of power plant. discharges is frequently an extremely difficult task to
'accomplish using conventional methods. Normally the discharge plumes are large in terms of
areal extent and are. dynamic in nature, .Also, environmental conditions such as air #empera-
i
ture, high winds, and waves frequently _make surface monitoring impractical.. As a consequence, , ^;	 7
^^ increased. reliance is being placed on the use of airborne thermal-infrared techniques for ther-
mal monitoring.
Several remote sensing studies of power plant .discharges have . been conducted for both ,..?"
'; regulatory agencies and the electric power industry, dating back to 1967.. Two case studies are
E
E	 ^
cited ' in the following discussion.
^
f
An extensive multispectral remote sensing program was conducted during the period
August. 1972 to June 1973 under the sponsorship of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, $
^	 ^ Water Resources Commission. A total of 275 miles of multispectral data was collected at ^,i'x^
lected locations in the southern peninsula of Michigan during three seasons of the year. The s
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into the public waters of the State was calculated and displayed using digital processing tech-
piques. The basic presentation format consisted of black and white digital maps, which. dis-
played scene temperatures at 1°F levels, together with tables indicating .the area for each tem-
perature interval of interest. In addition, to these basic digital maps, data delivered included
color-infrared photographs of each power plant, black and white thermal imagery. of each scgne,
and on a selected basis, color digital thermal maps.
• The data were used by the Michigan Water Resources C^:}emission in determining the Na-
tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit limitations for power-plants at
the locations included in the study [ 35] .
Similar studies have been conducted for the electric power industry. Quantitative data have
been displayed in color-coded digital format, analog-processed thermal slices,. and color'-coded.
analog-processed color composites. Analyses of the thermal distribution resulting from cool-
ing water discharges, natural thermal development in surface waters, and mixing patterns
under a variety of environmental conditions have been examined.
Figure 24 presents a series of thermal-infrared images (9.3-11.7 µm), which show the Cher-
mal loading. from a power plant and river discharge into the nearshore zone of Lake Michigan 	 ^^
and,the formation of the thermal bar. The thermal bar is characterized by the. sharp thermal
discontinuity in the 30 April scene.. The light tones in the imagery represent warmer water.
The illustration is taken from a report prepared. for Consumers Power Co. Indiana and Michi-
gan Electric Co., and. Northern Indiana Public Service Co.[36]. 	 '
An important feature in Figure 24 is the coastal entrapment of the power plant effluent and
river discharge, and the transport of the discharge along the shore. The large.-scale current
'	 aracterized b a coastal. et structure •"	 pattern along the eastern shore of Lake Michigan is ch'	 y	 j	 '
therefore, discharges at or near the shore will normally -move along or parallel to the-shore,
`^	 except at stagnation points. The currents are "bistable" and the direction may be either north	 i
or south. From awater-quality management standpoint, the above features: have numerous
	 ;!
implications. Decisions regarding plant siting, location of sewer . outfalls, location of water in-
'	 takes, recreational development, ete., must take into consideration naturally occurring physical




.2.4.7 COASTAL OCEANOGRAPHY 	 ,, i
The coastal waters adjacent to the New York Metropolitan'Region are subjected to extreme	 t
cultural pressures. The area is the repository for substantial-quantities of sewage sludge, in- 	 5i
^,
,.	 dustrial acid-iron waste, and other waste substances [3?] .
;.
'^	 Multispectral remote sensing data. were collected at two points in the: tidal cycle in: the New
	 ' =^j^ t
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FIGURE 24. FORMATION AND MOVEMENT OF THERMAL BAR SHOWIIVG COASTAL
ENTRAPMENT OF DISCHARGES. Area: 14.5 X 2.7 mi (23.3 x 4.4 km).
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-^.
Administration. Data were processed to show the movement of water masses as evidenced by
'	 sea surface temperature, dye tracer, and turbidity patterns. Additionally, digital processing	 p
^;'
was. performed to display surface chlorophyll concentrations and transparency. Ocean dumping	 ,
,,
of waste in the Bight was also documented. The program was conducted in support of one phase 	
,
I '	 of the NOAA Marine Ecosystems Analysis (MESA) program in the Bight.
Waste fields created by barge dumping of acid -iron waste were clearly in evidence in .the
study area. Acid - iron in the process of being discharged, recently dumped waste, as well as
relatively old waste suspensions were detected. Figure 25 shows a typical acid-iron dumping
operation in progress. The waste solution changes in appearance from agreen -yellow color to
orange as the material. undergoes oxidation from the ferrous to the ferric state. Due to the low
	 ".




duced tend to remain in suspension for .considerable periods of time. The oxidized waste field
is yellow or orange in color.
', The ability to measure small temperature differences can frequently be utilized. in the
analysis of a number of oceanographic problems including analysis of circulation dynamics..
	 ?,
Shown in Figure 26 is a thermal map (9.3-11. . 7 µm) of the study area during an outgoing tide.
I - Th,e highly complex surface circulation in the lower bay and adjacent areas is _clearly depicted.
The sharp thermal discontinuities provide information about flow direction, mixing, and water
mass convergence. Surface temperature distribution was delineated through digital processing
of the scanner data collected in the 9.3-11 . 7 µm spectral band.
^^ The problem of ocean color analysis is extremely complex due to the fact that the aquatic
environment is a complicated heterogeneous system in terms of its chemistry and biology, As
a consequence no simple, straightforward, universal solutions to the problem of chlorophyll.
	
!! '	 and transparency analysis are. possible. All. attempts to measure these parameters through;re-
mote sensing have involved empirical or semi-empirical methods.
,The techniques adopted in this. program are based on the anticipated changes in volume
I	 reflectance due to the presence of chlorophyll and non-chlorophyll-bearing particulates [32].
I
II	Spectral bands in the. blue, green, and red regions of the spectrum were utilized. The results
r^	 of data. processing for surface chlorophyll -a are. shown in Figure 27. The ground - truth data,,
,^	 (and times of collection) are indicated next to the black squares in the figure. The results show
;;	 i	 a range in surface chlorophyll "a" from 1.1 to 35 mg/m2.
f	 ^^
^^	 ^	 ,The use of remote sensing,. from both aircraft and satellite, is demonstrated in studies ofEj	
the highly complex and dynamic estuarine and coastal environment represented . by the New York
.,	 ^	 `
	
i	 BighE and adjacent bay areas. Interpretation s of analysis. of data. collected by conventional point-
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FIGURE 25. BARGE DUMPING OF WASTE, NEW YORK BIGHT. 7 April 1973, afternoon data,
10,000 ft (3048 m) AGL.
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The optimum solution is to exploit the capabilities of remote sensing technology and comUine
the information so derived with data acquired by conventional point-sampling methods. The
results of the remote sensing program in the New York Bight are presented in ERIM Report
No. 109300-5-F [38).
2.4.8 WETLANDS MAPPING
Wetlands are defined generally as those lowlands covered with shallow and sometimes
temporary or intermittent water [39). Included in this broad grouping are-all. those areas
commonly known as swamps, bogs, marshes, potholes, and wet meadows. Most wetlands can
be drained or filled, creating land. more. suitable for human activities. This has resulted in the
past in public opinion which regarded most natural wetlands as wastelands, fit only for
"improvement," so that they might be put into use . supporting agricultural, industrial, or resi-
dential expansion.	 3
Only recently has a public awareness of the ecological value of wetlands become. wide-
spread., The ecological functions. wetlands. have been found to serve are convincing proof of -
the importance of the need for their preservation. Among these important functions are the
following:
(1) habitat for fish and wildlife
(2) water quality maintenance
(3) flood and erosion control
(4) ground water recharge
(5) buffer zonesalong shorelines of large lakes.
Wetlands have social values too, providing open space for recreation, education and. research.
In many areas wetlands can also be used to grow cash crops,_ . such as marsh hay, wild rice,.
and blueberries and cranberries [40].
	 i`
s
Before a plan can be intelligently formulated for the preservation of wetlands, however, ik
is essential to have at hand the information provided by a detailed inventory which describes 	 ^"
''	 their composition, location, distribution and .condition.. Unfortunately, traditional field proce-
'	 '!	 dures for wetlands mapping are expensive, time-consuming, and often of limited accuracy..A
major cause of all. this difficulty is the poor trafficability of most wetlands; and_the constraints
	 °^^
k	 ^	 p	 y' g	 q	 n addition, the vegetation communitiesthat this im oses on conventional surve m techni ues. I
of many types of wetlands are extremely dynamic and, in order to maintain. an  up-to-date data
base . for management decision-making, they must be remapped frequently.
I
Remote-sensing techniques have spatial, spectral, and temporal advantages over ground-
	 ' '
,;,	 ,I	 based ;mapping methods that make their application to wetlands mapping a-.good one, principal
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Spectrally, when a multispectral scanner system is used, several wavelength regions(e.g., ,
ultraviolet and the infrared portion of the spectrum beyond 1 micron and thermal radiation)
	 ,
provide new ways . to characterize vegetation. units and energy exchange processes,. From a
temporal standpoint, c#ata can be collected rapidly and : often, and. the permanent record that
results can be used independently by other investigators, permitting them to make their own
interpretations of the data, perhaps for. entirely different purposes from those for which they
were originally collected.
The following project synopsis illustrates the potential of an airborne multispectral scan-
ner system for aiding in wetlands management by showing how the critical mapping task can be
done far more quickly using computer data-processing techniques, The mapping of -the area under
consideration was performed for several :reasons: (1) to document existing cor,^itions; (2) to
	 .
correlate vegetation cover conditions with water level manipulation practices; and (3) to assess
the area's current and potential capability for useby waterfowl
Pointe Mouillee State Game Area. is located at the mouth of the Huron River, on'the Lake
...Erie shoreline just south of Detroit (Figure 28). Centrally situated along the Mississippi'
	 '^
Flyway, the marsh is both an important feeding and resting area for waterfowl during migration
and one of the few remaining public waterfowl hunting areas,n-Southeastern Michigan..
Unfortunately, the viability of this game area is being seriously threatened by both inatural
influences and man's activities. Lately the area's usefulness has been particularly impaired
w.	 through gradual deterioration of the estuary's marshland, and more recently, because of addi-
s
tional erosion caused by severe flooding due to spring and fall storms coupled with high water
levels-in Lake Erie (Figure 29).	 '
Since most birds use the marsh only as a migration stopping place, management of the area
.focuses on maintaining a large crop of quality waterfowl foods. Most of the active management
is concentrated on a core refuge area of 369 acres. The management strategy employed at
Pointe Mouillee is typical of many midwestern marshes. Located along two major waterfowl:
migration routes, the marsh serves as a major resting a.nd feeding stopover point. For this
reason, .management emphasis is placed on supplying large amounts of waterfowl food, with
enough cover not only to attract and hold a maximum number of ducks during the fall hunting
season, but also to provide for the needs of the birds during the spring migration.
The problem is really two-fold. First, to largely exclude cattails, which. are the dominant.
i	 cover type in the. rest of the marsh, from the refuge area, and second, to favor the establish-
ment' of emergent plant species more valuable as food, such as smartweed, pigweed and burweed
[41, 42 ] ..This is accomplished basically through manipulation of the water level. within the
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grow and mature; the area is flooded in the fall. The use of benchmark vegetation inventory
data in this context then would be to measure the effects of the drawdown date in the spring,
flooding depth in Ehe fall, artificial planting of certain food species, etc.
To determine if a multispectral system could aid it t.^r ;<iding the timely information. re-
quired for this objective, data was acquired over the site by ERIM on 29 August 1972. Multi-
spectral signature recognition was. the processing method employed to extract the resource-
related information, and the results are shown in Figure 30 [43]
In addition to open surface water, which was included to provide a locational reference, five
important classes of vegetation were .successfully mapped. If these classes are then grouped.
into two general categories—valuable food plants and less suitable vegetation—it rapidly be-
comes clear that almost half of the area was covered by the less desirable vegetation, while
only one-quarter of the area supported smartweed, the single most valuable food:
AREA FROM LARGE-
AREA FROM...:.. SCALE PHOTOGRAPHY




















Analysis of the above data. and map showed that there were two types of non-productive
areas: areas of dead vegetation and areas of non-productive vegetation such as upland grasses..
or brush. Field investigations of the dead . vegetation revealed it to be last year's smartweed. 	 i
`	 On the basis of this. evidence DN17. biologists hypothesized that the water level in the dike had i
i !
	
	not been lowered sufficiently during the spring of the current year to permit the smartweed to
germinate. The identification of the areas of less suitable non-marsh vegetation provided a
method of locating'the areas within the dike where it is necessary to increase winter flooding.
t	 ^,	 Before the initiation of this project, all. the management decisions mentioned above were 	 ,`
^	 j;	 made on the basis of the refuge manager's intuition. -While these decisions. are typically sound,
^	 having their basis in many years' experience, the lack of quantitative data to support them does
^	 ^	 little to establish effective guidelines. In the words of the resident manager of Pointe Mouillee, 	 ^;
^	 :^
"I've been here 15 years and if I should. get . transferred or; take another job, there'd be prac-
€	
tcally nothing on record o guide the next guy.."* fihe results of this project show that this no
longer need be the case.	 '.
^^
^}
*Personal communication, Mr. Jim Foote, Wildfowl Specialist, Pointe Mouillee State Game
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LEGEND
^ Green -Smartweed	 *Green -Mixed Grasses
O Red	 -Pigweed	 )B Red	 -Vegetated
* Blue -Mixed Smartweed and Pigweed 	 •Red	 -Dead Vegetation
^ Blue -Open Water
FIGURE 3Q DIGITAL MAP OF IMPORTANT FOOD AND COVER VEGETATION IN DIKED
PURTIONOF POINTE MOUILLEE STATE GAME AREA. Data collected 29 August 1972.
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2.5 FUTURE USES OF EXISTING AIRCRAFT SENSOR DATA
While airborne sensor data were .initially collected to satisfy certain experimenters'
desires, the fact that these experimenters collected ground information at the time of over-
flight makes the combination of ground and. aircraft data pote ►,;ially useful for purposes other
1.
r	
I	 '	 than that for which it was originally collected. 	 Further, periodic cove^ • age of some sites. oc-
F	 curred between 1966 and 1974, and these data may be useful in illustrating. changes which have
taken place.
There are at least three main uses for the historical airborne sensor data base: the illus-
tration and quantification of change; the use of data to better define the configuration and
.operating parameters of future sensors; and in tests of multistage 	 tmpling where airborne
data has been collected in conjunction with spacecraft data.
Change detection and quantification is of great interest to both nat^^:ral resource managers
,
and urban planners. For example, a manager may want to know how quickly. a forest fire burn i
area is being revegetated, or how fast a beach is eroding.. An urban planner may want to know
f	 i
J
j	 how much new residential area is being added to a city. Even the lack of change may be im-
portant. If a power plant is installed and no changes m the shoreline are	 een after a number
`	 of years of operation, one might conclude that the plant had. no effect on the shoreline. The
ERIM: scanner system has covered several such areas periodically from 1966' to 1974.. The
areas are listed in later sections. In each of these areas, change detection is possible. One
example,. a section of the. Lake Michigan shoreline south of Grand Haven, Michigan, can be
5	 seen in Figure 31. The breakwater shown is the cooling water intake for a nuclear power plant.
The heated water is discharged through a canal south of the intake. Figure 31 shows. imagery ^`
taken over a five year period, from 1969-1974. Other imagery collected at yearly intervals A
over the period was also examined. No major changes in the shoreline or area. surrounding the
plant are discernible on the fifteen-meter resolution imagery.. This places an upper limit on
the amount of change which has occurred during the five years-the plant has been: in operation..
•	 In fairness, it should be noted that. the plant was operating at reduced capacity for part of this
period. Other illustrations of change detection and quantification were discussed in the Forestry,
Waterfowl Habitat, and Power Plant Discharges case studies previously presented.
A second valuable use of the existing airborne-sensor data base is in 	 tudies to .define he
configuration and operating parameters of future sensors, especially spacecraft sensors. The
^	 aircraft data are particularly well suited to these studies because of their large number-.o£' :.
arespectral bands,. the relatively fine spatial resolution as comp 	 d to expected spacecraft sensors,
d :^
^	 i	 and the relatively high. radiometric precision of aircraft muItispectral data.. In studies dis- I`
r
^,^	 cussed in the Agriculture Case Study, the effect of number of spectral bands, spatial resolution,
and radiometric precision. on the: ability ;to map Corn. Belt. Crops and to measure their acreage 4






M(b) 24 April 1974. 1030 hrs. 8000 ft (2438 m) AGL
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Plant Intake	 Plant Outlet
lal 11 September 1969. nn30 hr5. 5000 ft (15?4 ni l Af;i.
FIGURE 31. IMAGERY OF POWER PLANT SITE NEAR GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN.
0.62-0.68 ^^m.
74
theri,^al channel in pattern recognition of agricultural crops as a function of the time of overflight,
and to assess the effect of having a thermal band resolution somewhat larger than the resolu-
tion of the other bands. Aircraft data sets exist to verify conclusions reached and. to study
these additional factors. Although the illustrations discussed have been from agriculture, data
sets also exist for other disciplines.
' A third potentially useful application of airborne sensor data is in multistage sampling
studies. The data most useful for these studies are those collected in conjunction with high.-
altitude aircraft and satellite overpasses. In multistage sampling, progressively more precise .
estimates of the resources of a large area are obtained. through the analysis of data of higher
and higher spatial resolution. The higher resolution data . do not cover the entire area to be
surveyed; they are samples of the area. In typical implementations, the fraction of the total
	
j j
area sampled by data of a given. resolution decreases as the resolution increases. In typical
multistage experiments implemented to date, photographic data have been collected and inter-
preted to provide information about forest. resources and agriculture. But multistage experi-
ments can also be conducted with machine-proccessed satellite and aircraft daka to obtain more
;,	 accurate estimates of resources. .Several data sets exist which can be used for multistage
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Date Time --------Site-	 - Discipline No.
30 Jan. 1974 1 '100 Wabash Basin, Ind. Multi EREP (397)
18 Sep 1973 1000 L; Michigan Multi EREP (450)
11 Sep 1973 0545 L. Ontario Hydrology EREP (427)
10 Sep : 1973 1200 L. Ontario Hydrology EREP (427)
?Sep 1973 . 1600 L. Michigan Multi EREP (450)
,,
7 Sep 1973' 1345 NW . Michigan Forestry, Agric ERTS (321)
6 Seg 1973 1000 So. Michigan Agric ERTS (136)
12 Aug 1973 0830 Woodworth, N.D: Game Management EREP {486)
5 Aug 1973 0900 So. Michigan Agric EREP (410,
456, 472)
25 Jun 1973 1015 Eaton Co. Agric ERTS (321)
10 Jun 1973 0830. Wabash Basin, Ind. Multi	 - EREP (397)
8 Jun e 1973 0930 Eaton Co., Mich. Agric ERTS (321)
^	 12 May 1973 0730 Woodworth, N.D. Game Management EREP (486)
4 May 1973 0930 Wabash . Basin, Ind. Multi ERTS (049)
6 Apr 1973 1300 NY Bight, N.Y.. Hydro	 ' ERTS (081)
5 Apr 1973 0930 So. Michigan Radar, Soil Moisture ERTS {072)
25 Mar 1973 1000 Lake Ontario Hydro ERTS (114)
24 Mar 1973 0930. Lake Ontario Hydro ERTS (114)
2 Jan 1973 1000 Wabash Basin, Ind.... Multi ERTS (049)
17 Nov 1972 0900 Tampa Bay, Fla. Hydro ERTS (081)
16 Nov 1972 0900 SE Florida Hydro ERTS (081)
^^	 19 Oct 1972. `0930 Eaton Co., Mich. Agric ERTS (321)
1?Oct' 1972 1000 Wabash Basin, Ind. Multi ERTS (049)
1Oct 1972 0700 So. California Geol ERTS (648)
30 'Sep 1972 1200 So. California Geol ERTS (648)
14 Sep 1972 1300 Eaton Co:, Mich. Multi ERTS (321)
14 Sep 1972 1300 Oakworm Infestation Forestry F.RTS (321)
7 Sep 1972 0830 L. Ontario Hydro ERTS (114)
29 Aug 1972 1400 Oakland Co., Mich. Land Use.... _ ERTS (086a






TABLE is AIRCRAFT MISSIONS WITH NEAR-SIMULTANEOUS SATELLITE COVERAGE (Concluded)
• l^'''^ J
NASA NASA 7D3Fli htg F ' ht^ Project Mission
Date Time Site Discipline No. No.
19 Aug 1972 0900 Tampa Baq, Fla,. Hydro ERTS (081) 62 m ^'
19 Aug. 1972 0900' '	 SE Florida Hydro ERTS (081) 62 m ^`
^,` 18 Aug 1972 -- .0900	 - SE Florida Hydro ERTS (081) 62 m
16 Aug 1972 0900 NY Bight, N .Y. Hydro ERTS (081) 62 m
13 Aug 1972 0930 Eaton Co., Mich. Multi ERTS (136/321) 63 m
e
10 Aug 1972 1030 '	 Wabash Basin, Ind. Multi ERTS {049) 61 m
f 9 Aug 1972 ' 0830 Wabash Basin, Ind.	 _ Multi ERTS (049) 61 m
^ 28 July 1972 1700 Woodworth, N.D: Game Management. ERTS (255) 60 m
24 duly ]:972 1015 "	 No. Great Plains, S.D. Multi ERTS. (119) 60 m '•
23 July 1972 101.5 No. Great Plains, S.D. Multi ERTS (119) 60 m
22 July 1972 1015 No. Great Plains,_S.D. Multi ERTS (119) 60 m
25 May 1972. 1130 Black Hi11s, S.D. Forestry ERTS (226) 56 m
f 25 May -1972 D745 Black Hills, S.D. Forestry ERTS (226) 56 m '.
^ ^	 24 May . 1972. 0830 Black Hills,,S.D. Forestry ERTS (226) 56 m ^ ',
19 May 1972 0730 Woodworth, N.D. Game Management ERTS (255) 56 m ; _	 ',
,,i
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-	 CATALOG OF ;IMAGERY FROM ERIM AIRBORNE SYSTEMS
The imagery of the earth's surface mapped by ERIM airborne sensors for earth resources
investigations over the past nine years has been listed in several ways to aid investigators who
may wish to make_ . further use of the data. The sources of the imagery include (1) the M7 multi-
spectral scanner developed by ERIM in 1971 to provide common regi tration of radiometrically
calibrated spectral bands in the ultraviolet, visible; and infrared, (2) the M5 multispectral scan -
ner developed by ERIM in 1966 through modification of military reconnaissance scanners to
provide multiple, radiometrically calibrated. spectral bands, (3') the M1A1 scanner developed by
ERIM through modification of a military reconnaissance scanner . in 1967 to provide, among
other things, magnetic tape recording of thermal imagery, and (4) the X- and. L-band side-
looking, airborne radar (SCAR) system developed by ERIM in the early 1960's for military re-
connassance purposes and made available for earth resources-investigations in the late 1960's.
The performance of these systems is described briefly in Section 4 of this report,
The original, inflight recording of imagery from these systems is stored at ERIM in the
form of analog magnetic tape for the scanners and photographic film for the SLAB system.
The imagery is available to all' who receive proper. authorization and who pay the cost of re-
trieval, As an aid in data retrieval, the cataloged information on MSS data is stored in com-
puter memory at ERIM. Thus the computer can be used to search for particular data coverage
of a specific site. Information on the ERIM processed MSS data is also stored in the computer 	 1
memory. The procedure for obtaining either original or processed - data is described in Sec-
tion 5.4 of this report.
The continuing usefulness of thin imagery is thought to be primarily in showing scene. '
changes as a function of time and in comparing the .appearance of a common scene at optical .and
radar wavelengths. Therefore, sites with multplF calendar or multi.-sensor coverage are
listed eparately with the site as the index key. The index key for storage of imagery :from the. -
`^ various airborne sensors is flight date and time. The listing of imagery from each sensor uses
this. ERIM storage index. The imagery is listed both by missions and. by separate flights within.
a mission. Since _the airborne imagery data sets . do not include ground observations or mea-
surements at the site, the principal investigator's name, organization, and his publications us- ;, ,
ing the data are noted for reference.
3.1 LISTING OF SITES WITH MULTIPLE COVERAGE
Multiple coverage of a site, for this report, occurs whenever that site is repeatedly mapped
by the same type of sensor with. a time period of a week or more between missions, or when a





or at different times of day over aseveral-day period making np a mission, is not considered
multiple coverage.
3.1.1 MULTIPLE MISSION COVERAGE AT OPTICAL WAVELENGTHS
A mission is defined as one or more flights over a site during one field deployment, or as
a series of flights to accomplish total mapping of a site. Usually a mission is accomplished
over a period of less than. one week in calendar time. Within the listing in .Table 2 of sites. with 	 ,^
multiple calendar coverage at optical wavelengths, each flight is listed byflight date and time in-
dex, In addition, more specific information is noted on the site location, actual dime. of data collet-
tion, the scientific discipline concerned with the imagery and the number of imagery spectral
9
'bands in each wavelength region. Common specific area. coverage for all missions with multi-
ple calendar coverage has not been established but the flights have been grouped alphabetically
by state and county within the state. Information for those missions which covered rriore than
one county are listed under the first county in alphabetical sequence and then referenced. under
the other counties.
I	 3.1.2 MULTIPLE FLIGHT COVERAGE BY MS5 AND SLAR
Airborne optical and radar imaging sensor developments and data analysis have tradi-
tionally been separate, uncoordinated programs. Thus, very little imagery exists of common
sites at both optical and radar wavelengths. In Table 3 we have. listed sites whit}, have been




same areas at the sites were mapped by both systems has not been established for all cases,
but we know that common areas were mapped for most sites listed. Again the flights are
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NOTE: ( 1) For lift of published documents which use airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list o[ organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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l2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list of organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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NOTE: ( 1) Fur list of published documents which use avtwrne sensor data collected by ERIM, sec Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For Itst of organizational addresses, see Appendu C.
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NOTE: I1) Fur list of pubLshed documents which use airborne sensor data collected try ERIM, see Appendix A
12) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list of organizational addresses, sec Appendix C.
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rvvEC: li/ ror q 6t DI puousnea aocuments wmcn use alroorne sensor aaTa couectea oy Ett1M, see Appentl ►x A.(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(^) For list of organlza.tional addresses, see Appendix C.
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3.2 TOTAL LISTING OF EARTH RESOURCES DATA
All of the flights for which ERIM has retrievable earth .resources imagery are listed here
this section. The sources of the ima8ery are the M7, M5 and M1A1 optical scanners. and the
X- and L-band SLAR system. The imagery is listed first for quick reference by missions and
then for more detailed reference by individual flight. The, missions .and flights for each source
are grouped separately with both listings in reverse chronological order.
^'	 3.2..1. MISSION LISTINGS. 	 ^
^	 The missions for each imagery source are listed by (1) the time period of the ±'lights,
i	 (2) the mission title and NASA mission number if one was assigned, (3) major scientific dis-
cpline, (4) principal investigator (PI) who rnade use of the imagery, (5) his organization and
(6) data collection. contract number and agency. Organizational addresses are fotmd in
Appendix C.
The PI and published documents .are the sources of the sitedescriptions and surface .
 con-
ditions and .
 measurements which may be required to support further analysis of the. airborne
	 `
sensor imagery, A reference list of documents which made use of the listed data is presented
in Appendix. ^..
The missin! ►^: flown with the M7 multispectral scanner system are listed in Table 4. This.
system became s-,pa:^ational in June 1971 and is still available for data collection operations,
providing twelve :.,^aeL'^;.^bie spect.rai bands in the ultraviolet, visible and. infrared wavelengths.
^
	
	 The .missions flown with the M5 multispectral scanner system ;:re listed in Table b. This
system, which first became operational in January 1966., was retired from active use in Decem-
ber 1971.,
a
The missions flown with the M1A1 thermal .scanner system. are listed in Table 6. This sys-
tem was first operated with magnetic tape recording of imagery in 1968 and was, retired in 1971.
The missions flown with the SLAB-system are listed in Table 7. This systei,i was first used
for eart4i resources data collection in 1968,-and is presently devoted primarily to earth re-
sources mapping. In 1968 it had only a single imagery channel at X-band frequencies. In 1969
a second X-band channel was. added to provide both. parallel and cross-polarized imagery.. In
1971 an either X- or L-band capability was adder(, with dual .
 polarized recording. In March 1973
the current capability .
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TABLE 9. M7 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER MISSIONS
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Ntrra: µl roc ust of puousneo aocumen[s wnic • n use airborne sensor aa[a C011sCtsA DY ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(9) For list of organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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NO'PE. ( 1) k'or lls[ of published oocuments which use airborne sensor data collected try ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appr ndix B.
^	 (3) For list o[ organizaticnal addresses, see Appendix C.
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NOTE 11) For list o[ published documents which use airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reterence system, see Appendix B.
(S) For list o[ organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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NOTE: ( 1) For list o[ published documents which use airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reterence system, see Appendix B.
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^	 (2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list o[ organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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_
21M Multi P. CaaaaL __ DSCS• Demrat NAS9-9304
2 Auj70
33Aig7b^




A^ricultun R. MacDonald-- LARS ` Purdw NAS9-9304
NASA 41^Auj7b 23AuE7i3-AuEia aaw. _.Tu-^^^Ti^o^noa Co.LLID ^_ 2bN_ A^rieultur.N^ricu^tuie 3'iala^ti-
i _. _.^_.-_






^.SAuE70 06Attj70 dan Arbor, MI-__ 20M Pona-trL C-O^soo_ ^ _tM	 Ann Arbor NAS^^4-_
31Ju170 31Ju170 Jaratoua^ ND _^_
_
19M Multi J. Johnston USGS^_WuhlaEtoa , D.C. NAS9-9304
' F. Po1cYn_._.__...___._ .ERIM ^----^----.._.._.
Ju17 29Ju170 Mmltou, COLA M Multi R. Driscoll
_ USDA.1 Colorado NAS9-9304
21Ju170 22Ju1 70 1,oeil	 __ - Multi_^
i
M. sair_ LRIM P37615-70-C-_
369217Ju170 17J-^
 u17b Trawne _^LMI N drolo^ Y_ Pol_e^a	 _ ERIM _ _
^
Nsi^B
16Ju170 17JU170 _P^ll^ton1_M .-__ _., Multi E. Mont/T^_N^i ERIM UM IST^ lsoo
13.1u170 13J^170. D}_t colt RivarLllillou btun1_ Lead Uaa M. Fair ERIM P33615-70-C-
and _^!}.L ^._^^ _ . 1698 ---




tM.1_Ann Atbor NAS9-930430Jun70 O1J 170.. Pur^,w^._I[ID_ 1711 ricultura R. MacDonala	 _ IAAS1 _ Purdw NAS9-9304
23Jun70 26Jun70 Mill Cnek,_0[ 16M Caolo L. Rouyn USES	 Aritoaa NAS9-9704
20Jm70 20Jwt70 ._iwoawa _. i Yuhcaaav Cw,MI 15M ricultur. R. Nalat+ha ERIM	 ^ ^	
_
NAS9-^3^4-08Jm70 08Jug70 _Aan_ArbQ^__MI ._ , __V- ISM Poreat C. Olnoo _[Ktytnp Arbor ____ BA59-930623It}Z70 23naZ70. _llinw^ou Pot _Rol} _______._.,. 1411__ Multi__ - J,._Johnatoa __ . USCSiWUhlnEtoniD. C. NAS9-9704
21Ma 70F 2^ MaZ70 _Notch DUtot}	 _ 14M Multi - _J. Johrton	 _ _DSCS	 Nuhiatton^D. C. NAS9-^3n6-
-.._ .__ _._.__.....	 ..._..	 _._._.
_._.___.._drnlo
!. Klatt
P. Poloyn ^ _`
__._
NPNRC1,Jaratam07May70 07Ma_ ,Z70 Lake Michlgnn ERIM	 -	 - IND MI Llee-
._	 ._.... ___... __.. _..._____.	 _ tric Co._.._	 ___. ____	 _.. _._..	 _._____	 _.._......___.
06Ma 70 06Ma 70 rdur	 IND 12M A riculture R. MacDonald
_..._........-_
f.ARS	 Purdue NAS9-9304
NUT!3 : ll) r'or uet of pubitettsd Documents winch use airtwrne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A,
(2)For geographic reference system, sec. Appendix B.
(3) For list of organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
SAGE ^ioi	 ^^G^3A^' Q^^1►
^	 QFi ^^'
^`ERiM
`^,	 ^ ^)RME RLr WILLOW FUN LABORATORIES, THE UNIVERSITr OF MICHIGAN
TABLE 5. M5 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER MISSIONS
(Continued)
Sheet 3	 of a	 Sheets
Fli ht Date Mission Title NASANo.
Major
Dl^i ^ principal investigator PI Organization
Contract No.
pge^YFirst Laet
.IISApz]D. z10. ^(A.... _ ^tll t r_!•opll..__..._..-.-_._ ^/!._^C._^.1.RSf.E!ll:..liul._._ _RSi.Cor...
^6Mfr70 2¢lI^g70 . !tllQa^_....._..	 _..--.__-__.._ -. Multi .	 __ Ae..^b ..^..__.-.._._. ^,.WUhin^on^ D. C.,-A FH-11-7116 _
^OMRr7Q
.. .14M!!r_7P _ . Ak4P.ffil...#^Za^._..-____-_ -_-.... Oc^^ao__i.- M. Rolipinrkl	 -_. U80E ._MSgi..._._.-_-^ lAS9_9 704
^ Dae69 17Dre6,9 Turdw. IND- OM _Ajrltulta __ R._MieDoa^ld ^_____ 1.AR3, Purdlr	 -______-_ NA99=9704^,_-,__









_...	 _.20Mov49 _._..._.....___ __----- +_._.._.4trolt Ritar. MI_^_ Multi -----t Po1cLn-_ _ ERIN NSF OH- 0
---OSNov69 06Rov49 u^rdw^ IMD Ajilcultu. l MaeDould	 ---- -ue -- _	 ..t.AIIS^ -€urd NA^4=^4
--2SOe469_ 270ct49
__-._____..._.-
Lop Anploi ionser^y CAL
---.. ionsc S_Wrc_ --	 _ U$ io_nat S`^irviei, ^irFiIa U DA^1-T33
240eS69 ^403rs69 , Wk^LYA__.,. 6uek_a	 -„
,--





Duruu of Aacl.	 Dsnwr Z=bb n^+AZtr
--24Se„p69 24Sap69 Y1nd Rlw3A. YA





.....- 'lv1S ._^_ c , , _M^1}Z,t^otK 	 -„ Euruu of 6c1.	 Denver NASD- 3	 _
14SaP42.. 246râ4.9 QLa1¢Il..CQ{Il.t___..._-._......_......... OtL.. ^5SR9o.L-, Y._ Paarej	 ^_ OSI)	 Corvallis_ NAS9-9704_
.Q3SS^4.v R2srP49.. Vf.Rht1011L .Sdts.._W.l.lo^r._R.V.D.. _^..._ .Multi.___._. }t_._Maavall _.._.__ AIM.__-.-.^_._.-. NAS^^3SL
13Auf42 _ 7Aui49_ ArD4L_P£LlIS.Af^.^tl......ADG 1t1 LoTESIdL -._ . 0 sos^._L-.._.	 _ 1M	 Ana Arbor-1_--^ NAS9-9Y14
13Auf42 13Aut49. Ik2241L_. R11ti[a MI-	 _ _ 1[i --_ S_ S^^t ._ ERIN NSF GH- -S^S--NAS$=9
_LLAUf44._































.8ucka_.Laks,._.SRL_._-_ M lore^ry J..._Iwat_-__ ^_4f_^s_^r^i_!L IiAS^^^1Z
14^3. 15Ju144 _Ylnd_ Rivar, NA ._-__._._	 ... .4iL
,. _.
_F9tllS.A__ ,_W9b*^._^^_ US ioraat Serriee^Eerkei^ NAS4-^Z ----
.Il31u149 _ .12Ju144 COZxa111t... .01E..____.._ _6N _._}!L _9^1.1P4b_...1REr.1aY.lt..
W, , Paarcy_,__,____--_
R_.M^Donold












...,_P91.!<79....__. ER>21	 _.^ N62703-bT-^-_...
^3
^^May69 27Msy69 TiPpee^noe CountZ,
_T>^. __.._LM Ajrleul-tur ._ Aac^6ouiTd- Tur us^-^"^- _	 --
M	 59 Ma fi g Hrr	 hur	 P N.	 R36 FHA	 Yaehin ton	 n. C. FN-11-7134
NOTE. (1) For 11 St Ut published documentti which URQ alrbgrne Sensor ^7.1LI ^' nlleCle q Dy GK1M, eee Appen g lX A.
(2) For geographic re[erence system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list of organizational addresses, see Appendix C.





























































































17Sap48 _178ap68 fort Co111no^,.. COLD	 ,.,_ Multi` ^. lorlsr-. ^,- - ^NOrth AsMrioan Roekrall NAR
































.31►_47Ck _WS9SM+e£tb..^-. M lt}-,__ A. M1.194^__^. C,^_Ja^es SGS-I4-OB--
39RtaY48.. 3pNay4b . .RaAid_G1LY. _8)?.	 _ _
_
T4ilfSLl _. _R Ntlll i^?^^b_...-^ ^
_ _
S !o>!st Sarvin. 8erkels
onl- uzol
PO 162915
^HaY4 33t't+tY48. .1.4Cal.s!!S___.-_._. _MJtl11-- P..,t4oe 11 _^ ERIM .--------.- ERIM
_99dvs4Z $Hsv4Z ...yQS.a1. Tlac_..._ - M9lL^_.._...- .Pe.._H!!FLl......-'--_-_.__ ERIM__-"-'---. F.RIN
,4Ssp4Z..144et4 ..bAZS.OY.AK._-.. -_ Myt}t^- _ R,HOrvlth ,,,,,, _6RIN II SCS-I4-0R-
_ X01-11201
14SaR4Z. SsA4.Z . .YR3141dttow - YFO ^ _._ M[11tL_ M^.>tffi.!_..-_ SCS• _Washleajtony n__ C. USGS-I4-0R-
42StQtIZ. 6.Z. .1{Li{l.w-.^.......^.._--._...._ _-_ pC.RRROE,.._ .^Is...It1iRI_._--------- U.SQSa.Mlf!^1_....-__--'--
001-11201
USG S-14-08 --
._-.... ..-__..._- -...__...._..-^..	 _ _...`. _.__....____..._.._ Y.,._@tt!Phl.lb C31^rliaatoa	 ,_ Ml1-1121 -
1A4Z .IftQl._.21L__.__^-- ._. Ll- ._ Y ._111FS9.h1 USGS,i,Ar is VSCS-14-08-
_......_ _..__ _........ _.._.__.__.^.__..___ .._. ...._.__...	 __..._.._._ ._..	 .__..._.__._-._.__^.___ ....._...__	 __....__....._.....___.____..._._. Ool 11201.._._-
N(1TF.. (1) For list Ot published dOCUn7BI1t5 WhICh use alrbMf7C FPnSOr gltf CO1IeCCe q by CFtl^1, see Appe q d LC A.
(2) For geographic reference system. see Appendix B.
13) For list of organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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TABLE 5. M5 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER MISSIONS
(Continued)





Discipline Principal investigator PI Organizatton
Contract No.
AgencyFirst Last
^4Sep.41 49SaA.41 _ARIu¢llla.. 	^ _. _ Multi ___, Y._Hgphlll_.. ,_	 ,.__._...-...
_
USCS^ __ ArlSnjton USCS-14-08- _

















_ .__ ._- u 3STu 6_ ofido^T^ett^ti^erC .Low




21Jm6'7 37.)in67 Lxal Teic --^^- __Multi
_
P. 14a1I--- LA EAIM
28	 r67 .. .^....-r6 7 '- Mult! R.^^i -^-^
_
-CARS, Pur^ir Po ^8^
-iSNar6 13^rK_ .
Tndiin^poIji. TM6^_—_
_iiSllov-Tim-^lI_ _ -- 11u1_T:=- -tf. -^IiTi -I^kTFt---_---	 - DA elf 6Z-S
AMC Ont)1'^-1 r^6 l/tY _ Y11 w Rye. t . ^l^illTa^. SoaB.a _ LtTM pA 2^ ^^-
-_ _ AMC ^0^13
02Mar67 12lt^t67 Ylllw_AuB_L._ tWitl
_
Y. Maltla lIIM DA 28 047
-__.._.. -_--._.- -_-....---'-
	 _.- - -
_..
AMC ^^TT^-










1811ov66 18Mov66 Loeal Tot
___.. -... _ -
Multi
_ _ ___
^^. ^IIue1I- ^	 ^^	 ^ ^ LR^t ^
14Nov66 14Mov66
---















30Au^66 30AuA66 Local Tut llultt P. Raeel^ -- ---ERIM -1!Tt2}t----












2L1u166 _.l^el T..---5--- -- llu1^L--- itaull	 - jLI1t----
_
ERIM	 _

































NOTE: ( 1) For uet o[ published documents which use atruorne sensor data collected try ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list o[ organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
Sheet a	 of 5	 Sheets












_ Local . Teet _._-
Toledo ON, Wn.Lri^ -






P, (Will	 _	 _
!. Yaee3i- -
ERIM	
_	 _	 _	 __ ___ _





_11Mar66 21p^r66 ABn Arbor. !tI	 --
_-
Malt!	 _ ;Aw11 ---- _ __ EtDt --------------- p^ 28049-AMC-








OGJan66 06Jw66 _. Asa Arbors M	 -- _ Multi -F. Naeil3-	 ^ ER DA 2804^ANC-AlIC
_-
---	 ---- -- --
13TH
------ ---
w rr. t t t r or ust or puousnea aucumrnts wmrn use airnorne sensor data collected I1J ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendrx B.





TABLE. fi. M1A1 THERMAL .SCANNER MISSIONS
First Last
Flight Flight Major Principal
^'	 ` Date Date' Mission Title Discipline Investigator PI Organization Contract No.
19 Jan 71
^'
28 Jan 71 Puerto Rico Hydro Dr. T:P. Rooney AFCRL F19628-68-C-0076
O1 Dec ?0 05 Dec 70 So. Calif. GeoL br. T.P: Rooney AFCRL F19628-68-C-0076
17 Nov 70 18 Nov 70 US East Coast Hydro Dr. T.P. Rooney AFCRL F19628-68-C-0076
14 Jul 70 22 Jul 70 US West Coast Geol Da T.P. Rooney AFCRL F19628-68-C-0076
30 Air 69 02 May 69
_ US East Coast Hydro Dr. R.S. Williams AFCRL F19628-68 -C-0076
09 Apr 69' -09 Apr 69 Yellowstone Geol Da R.S. Williams AFCRL F19628-68 -C-0076
10 Jan 69 11 Jan $9 Nevada Geol Dr. R.S, Williams AFCRL F19628-68-C-007G
21 Nov 68 18 Dec 68 Puerto Rico Geol Dr. R.SI Williams AFCRL F19628-88 -C-0076
19 Oct 68
i










































TABLE 7. SLAH X=L BAND RADAR S115S1O\S^
First Last
Flight'. Flight NASA Major
Date Date Missiar. Title D!o. Discipline Principal Investigator PI Organization Contract Nu.
i	 18 Apr 74 18 Apr 74 Oconee Co., Ga. 91 m Agri T. Davis NASA KSC NASD-13829
'	 03 Apr 74 OS Apr 74 Phoenix, Ariz. 90 m Agri A_ Potter/T. Schmugee NASA!JSC^GSFC NAS9-13829
^	 13 Mar 74 13 Mar 74 White Fish Bay. Mich. 73 m '_ Hydrology R. Gedneg, NASA ; ^Lewis NAS3-18239
07 Oct 73 12OCt 73 Fla. Waterways NASA Hydrology E. Hecker NASA/KSC NASIO-8333.
AS Oct ?3 OS Oct 73 Mich., Ohio, Kentucky Geology L. Porcello ER[M NASIO-8333
13 Sep 73' 03 Oct 73 liuntingtonCo. , lnd. -88 m Agri A. Potter NASA/JSC NA510-8333
28 Mar 73 OS Apr 73 Southern Michigan 76 m Hydrolq;y L. Porcello ERIM NAS3-9304.
i-	 13 Aug 72 13 Rug 73 Georgia Co's NASA Agri A. Potter NASA ,^JSC F33615- 71-C-1895
' ^	 17 May 72 19 May 72 Georgia & Florida Co 's NASA Agri A. Potter NASA/JSC F33615-71-C-1895
-^	 17 Apr 72 25 A r 72P Harris Texas
^
NASA Agri R. Bryan Erb. NASA/JSC NAS9-11036
51 m
I	 rp	 OL OM 71 08 Oct 71 So. Calit. 48 m & Geology R. Moore ll. of Kansas NAS9-11036
^ 24 Aug 71 31 Aug 71 So. Calif..: 48 m & Geology R. Moore U, of Kahsas NAS9-11036
99 m
j	 ' 22 Jul 71 21 Aug 71 Garden City, Kansas 48 m & Geology R. Moore U, of Kansas NAS9-11036
+ 49 m
. ^	 23 Jun 71 23 Jun 71 L. Ontario,. N.Y. — Geology C. Freeze Corp. of Eng. (Det. Office) DACD35-70-t;-0056
23 Sep t;9 Ol Oct 69 Kansas, Okla. NASA Agri R. Moore U. of Kansas NAS9-10211
29 Maq 6S OS Apr 68 Mich. &Ontario
JSC
Hydrology :Bill Marshall ng. (	 t OfficeCorp. of E	 I)e .	 ) Sub Acct. of Parent
! 6400 '"Project




































FORMERLY WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES, THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
3.2.2 FLIGHT LISTINGS
The Specific flights for each imagery source are listed by (1) the. flight date and time .index,
(2) the site description consisting ofthe coded site location and key objects in the scene, (3j
the nominal spatial resolution within the scene, {4) the coded identification and number of
^	 imagery bands,(5) the coded identification and number of boresightcamera bands and (6) the
(	 total length of the flight line. Descriptions of the site location and imagery identification codes
I
	
	 are presented in Appendix B. A flight is identified in his report as a planned single airborne
operation including one takeoff and landing.. However, occasionally two or more planned flights
were accomplished in one airborne operation, When this happened, .the listing of flights was
usually made as planned, not as accomplished.
The site location code identifies the one degree quadrant of longitude and latitude that
contains the site flight lines. Sometimes a site is partially in several quadrants. When this
happens all quadrants containing imagery are listed.
The- flights made with the M7 multispectral scanner. system are listed in Table 8. Flights
made` from June 1971 through December 1974 are included.
The flights made with the M5 multispectral scanner system are listed in .Table 9. Flights




The flights listed in Table- 10 for the M1A1 system are those made during the active life of
	 3
ahis system (1968-1971), when the imagery was tape recorded.
The flights listed in Table 11 for the SLAR system are those made for earth resources in-











----- --- — ::	
- _	 ---
	 ----	 j ,.^
TABLE 8. M7 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER. FLIGHTS
Sheet 1 of 7	 Sheets
Nominal No. of Scanner o.Boreaigh Total Flight
Flight Index Site Description Spatial Spectral Hands Cameras. Llne LengthResolution




Date. Ttme Location Objects
030ct74 0900 GJCK-250 Wabash River Basin 3 7 1 9 l- 1 ^1 1 1 34
020ct74 1000 GJGN-190	 - focal Test _ 1,2,10,. 1 9 1 - 1 1 - - 58
OlAua74 0500 GJEJ Indiana Power Plants ,_.	 - .^._ 9	 .____._... - - - -...^..,._ 2 - - - 34
31Ju174 1100
.r_ ,__
GJEJ Indiana Power Plants 	
____._







^ -..._-_.__..	 . -_












1 ^ "^8 ^ 2 1 1 1 1 125
20Ma 74 0930 GJKK ^•^^^^- Coal M ines 2,a -^^ 8 2 - 1 1 1 1 1 3
08May74 0930 , GKFA,EA,EB!•-•^_,^ Michigan U. P. Shoreline S 1 8 2 - 1 - 1 1 115
07May74 1400 GKGB , FB,EB , DB,CB Michigan U. P. Shoreline 5,8""^^ "' l • $ 2 -^ 1 - 1 1 317
O7Ma 74
.._-y 0930 CJHP HQ CP , G	 GKGA..^_E_1 .....	 .QI ,.- .m...	 ... _,..._. Lake Nuron Shoreline (Mich,5.-..-w._ __^. 1._. ,... - 1- - ^^
26Aor74
__







24A r74 1030 GKEA,CJ^,DQADP^DN,DM	 ,^_, Lake Michi^an.Shoreline 1 - -










-1 ^^23•^ i-l0A r74 1000 CJGM GN^HN,. HP,HO	
^^
SE Michigan . Shoreline,
-
3,5: 3 - 1
BA r 4 1000 CJFP ^„-„,,_,,,,,_,_,_^. 011 Refiner 1 2 1 7 -
--
^^ 2'1 - -
_ 3803Apr74_ 0900 C,1CN Test Flight	 -. ,,_-.,,^._^„^ 1^8	 _ 1 7 _ 2 1 - -
2UMar 1000 GHKN Fort PierceInle[ 2 - -^8 3 - 1 1 - -
^Mar7 1000 GHKN 	^^^^ _mmT.^.. Citrus Groves 5 - 8 3 - 1 2 1 - ^^^ 
_
^^'-”19tiarZ 0.27.0 ^1l7Q 	y__ Boils ^, 3,6 1 9 - - 2 - - -
^Me1jr^ , ^^ ,OQ CH7_Q,__,,,_,,._^,,,,^_,,,,,-;;,_,„„„ ^Oklawaha River; Florida 3	 _ 1 9 - - 2 2 1 1 22_Ga
_l.(riarzy- 1,7QQ_^d^N Ann Arbor. Michigan , 2 L3^Si10 1 9 1 - 1 3 - -1 ^
_7DdanZ4__ x.1.49_ G3!'tL.P.L^,^L350 Wabash River Basin 8	
-^^
- 9 2 - 1 1 7 1'LO
.20Nav _11.0. GaGHrJ.20....-...-._.....-.__^_.: Belleville., MichiRUn 2^'^' ^^-1 8 2 -
-y
1 3 - 23
18$.eAZ ..IO.QO_: GJRN=.b_6] Lake Michigan _ 1 5 6 10 1 7 Z 1 1 -
'1
1 39
5513SER. _12OSL Q,ION_^.,^..__.__._,_ Michigan „Power.Plants	 „ ^5 _ 1 7 3 ^__ 1 2 -
.11SeRZ3_ .DS_45.- .O.ILF.d79 Guelp	 Ontario	
^






.10&eRZ3_12.OLL.fi,7Lk ifP=234_.. Lake Ontario 5,,6.,8,,,,,,,_,,,,:,,_„ b 5 1 1 1
_07^eP.7.3._ 13.4.E ,OJjig_279	 ,_,_„^.,,„,_,_w,,,-_,,»”, O^Y^Worm„_Infestaton ^^ 4 6 _ 1 7 2"^ 1 1 1 1 39
,.OZBepZ3., .1b.0.0...GdD.R-^1b.7	 ^ LaJce MiclLigan Y 5 10 1 7 Z ,^ 1 1 1 1 39
.OfiSepZ3 1DD GJ.GN..GM	_	 ^_ Agzicultures_Wi_llow Run
-
1^2,4,5_^10 , ^ _ 6 _5 -
4-
1 1 1 1 77
16728AugZ3._ 330... ,GJHN.^____......Y_ eD.d_llaa^.H1S1]W.B^y-S7^e 8 - 7
^
1_ 1 1 1
Genesee Count	 Lakes 1 5 7' 4 lv 1 1 1 82
NOTE: ( 1) For list nt published documents which use airborne sensor data collected by E
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B,








UV VI.Date Time Location Objects
ug gr cu tore
20Aug75






































































_.: SW Michigan Shoreline 5—
^r
-T
10Jun73 0830 GJDK,DJ,CK-371 -^^- -'-'^_^^^ 
_
Wabash RiverBasin	 ^ 5 B
OSJun73
-
0930 CJGN,FN-190 _ Agricultuze 
^	
^	 -'-_ `E,13
07Jun73 0930 'GJGP '^ 
^
Land Use"	 ^1 -7^
31Ma 73 0930 GJHN LandUae - :Hi hwaySite. 8'-^-"-
31Ma 73 0930 CJGP Land Use 4 1 7
31Ma 73 0930 GJGN. GeneseeCountZ .Lnkea. 	 _ 5.




12Ma 73. 0730 FKEC=FB,FC-21fi^
_
Waterfowl Habitat	 - 5^ _ 1 7
04May73 „0930 GJDKzC^CK,DL-250 ^ Wabash River Basin 2,5,10 _ 8
2 A r73 0600 FJJA,HH	 ,.-^, A_gTicul^ tut c^ __.^^`^
Agriculture „TT,_,_,,,;^
6	 _ 1 6
1QA^r73 1130 FJJH,HH 4	 ^ 1. 61,7^pr73' X1300 GJGN_,CP HN,FP SE .Michiga n' Shoreline 1 2 3,5 1 7
^l}1^r73 110_Q_ GJHN	 mm
^^
Land Use - H^hway^Site ^^ Sµ 1 7
.J,a,Qp"r1,3. X100,,;_, GJEQ^;,:,_,^,„+, Forest Site 1.2.4L' 1.. 7
llAor77
_0.&.3.0 _GJ^M	 _	 ,^_ Lake Erie.Flooding 10 1 8






	NOTE: ( 1) For list at published documents which use airborne sensor data collected bg 1
(2) For geographic reference system, see AnnPrtdL: B.
















Cameras Total Fli htg
Line Length
(kilometers)UV VIS NIR MIR FIR BW Col. IADate.. Time Location Ob)ects








































GJFN-279^ ^ ^-^W W^

























1030 , .GJEK,EL;,;FK,FL^CK^GL-250 ,




















1 1 -	 147
L L 173	 '







S Shore Lake Ontario

















24Ju172 1015 FJDP,DQ'CQ,CA-269	 „_ Soil__st-,Landforms -_ 10^ - 6 9 - 1 ^^^^„^ - 1 106.E
23Ju172 1015 FJHQ JQ HA CA-269^^a.._.x__.x^..___..^_.....^..-^_ Soils, Landforms__^ ^,_^-,,.^_,^ 10	 ^^; -.^ - 6 5- 1 4 - ` 1 60
22Ju172 1015 FJJN,JP-269. _ So11s	 Landforms 10 - 6 5 -^^1 4 - 1. 15
30Jun72 0530 FJJE,,FE,GE-178„_,,,,,,_,„;,,,_,_,_ Arbuckle 6 Wichita Mts,	
^
1,, 3.7 ^,^,M ,. 1 6 4 - 6 2 - 194
28Jun72 1200` FJJS' FE, CE^178..	 y, Arbuckle d Wichita Mts. ' 1,3,7 ^1 6 4 . .. - 4 3 1 - 108
20Jun72 0845 GJLP MP NP-239	
R
^^ S Shore Lake Ontario 	 : 
^'^
1 ^.1.. - 6 2^ ^ 1 2 2 -- ^-..'
18JUn72 0400 GJLP-239„„, W,_6 S Sfiore LakeOntario 2,4,5 - - -2 - Z - - —97
177u 72 1200 GJLP-239	 ^	 ^ W 6 S Shore Lake Ontario 1 3 5 _. 7 - 1 2 1 - ^213-
_____
-OSJun72 ._1000,^.
_GJGN , FN^190	 ,_„";,_ ,^ „^,__,^ Forest Site	 ..- .,--,w-.m.-__..,.._..- 2^3,-^,,,^,_ 1 6_ 4 - 1
^,_
2- 1 . 1 •^' 100
25Mav72. 1130' FJBf^149__,,,_„_„_,_, Map Diseased . Trees^. •^ 2 8 ^ 6 5 - 1 2 1 - 39
- 25MS 72 0745 FJB(^149 Ma^Diaeased Trees 2,8 ^ - 6 - 5 - - 1 2 1 - 23
^4^py]^,_
.G_g.^Q. FJD^IQQ	 ,_„-,.„	 ...... ManDiseased Trees	 ^_.	 .___..._..,._....._,_..^^w^.8 -_ 6 5 - 1 2 1 - 3
^.1ttaJCZ^ j^QO:, --FJAO 	_____... Black Hills• . GeolaRY 5 1 5 ,^4 - 2 2 1 1 1,16
_3gM :Q.Z^9^ ^K^Q,^C-216 _,,- Waterfowl Habitat. 2 5 1 7 4_ - 1 1 1 2 216
1 ..2.L40_ Sr.J411.__.._ Virginia. A.E.F. 1.3 _ _-. - .^._ 2 - - - 19
_;12Meyj2_ _7,.1,Q.G_ G„d,QH,^_ , 	- Virginia A.E.E. 1 3. - 8'
,_
_ 3 -^ l^ 1 1 ^2 19 —






_11Mayl 1345 GJl'..K:.. Q.4J^LtownBaltimore_...._..._ ^,5.^.__._^..._' 8 3_. _.. -: 1 4 - _ 7/
_11MWe1 1G15_ G.dF$-.Q1Z 	_^ Dottcttown Baltimore 3,5 _ 8 3 _ 1_ 4 - - 77
itM^o79 ..^,a.P1L





.` 1 _ - 77:
W Hands	 ^^ 1 2. 4 8 - 8 3- 1 3 - 1 .134
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Date Time Location Ob acts



















Water Pollutions ,» NY , Bay	 _ .10
Shore Lake Ontario	 »__
.Guelph 6 SShore L. Ontario























































--,..._...__.,,_._ Saginaw Bay ,. Flooding	 ....._.__.w..m5,10	 ^ -...._......._....7 3^ -._.. 1 1 _1 1 114
25Jan73 0900 .GJDM , DN,DP„-__,-_,,,,,,,„ 	 ,„_,_,,., 
Y'
SW Michiga„n Shoreline 5 1 7 3 - 1 1 1 1 63
12Jan73 1400 C7GN, , CPfHN LFP ^,____^, SE. M1chi an d Saginaw 8n 1,5 ,_^, 1 7 3 - 1 1 1 1 35



































1^Oct72 ,, ,_Q^^O„ GJGN,FN-,1,Q0_,_,..,.,,,,,,,.__.,_,,, Lansing-6 Ann Arbor,Mich. 15 1 6^ 3^ - 2 1 1 1 71
170ct„Z2_ 1,00 ^ CJCK CL,OK, ,DL-250 Wabash_,Ryec Basin	 ,,,,_„ 5,,10„^_,,,,,,^ ,^,,,,-_ 8 3 - 1 2 1 1 97
10et72 0 00 EJEF , DE,DF,-130.,_,,,„,,.,,,„„,,,,,,,„,,.,,:„,,,_ SE California,,,,_„,-,-__,__„_„^ 7 ,^,1 5 3 - 3 _ 2 - - 163
Q1gaC7^ Q3Q , -^QQ2.Eap Halloran Sorings 	 ^^96 1 - - - 3 - - - 56
305enj , _1200_ EJEF , DE,DF_„130 _„.,,,,,,,,^_,,,.,^ , SE California	 ^	 ,_„_ 7 1 5 3 - 3 2 1 1 163
^.SeRZ.3.. 3_QQQ._ E^RF_-QQ^..r...,__...,».,...-,. 	 ..._. Halloran SErinBs._,._W.._.......^ 3,6 -^,_ 1 6 7 - 2 2 - 1 56_




GJGN	 __,, ,,,	 __,__,_,_^,,,
Oaw^ormInfest,Btion„„,„_,,,,,^


























































C^nesee „County Lakes „,-,,,,







































NOTE: {1) For list of published documents which use: airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A,
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list oI organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.












Nominal No. of Scanner No.Boresigh Total FlightFlight Index Site Description Spatial Spectral. Hands Cameras Line Length
UV VIS NIR MI FIIt BW Col.^Resolution(meters) (kilometers)Date Time Location Ob)ects
-'26Aug71 1130 GJCK,DK-277 Corn Blight SV^^^^^ - -8 3 1 1 1 - 1 83
17Aug71 1400 GJFN-2l^2 M.S:U. AgriculturalFarm 1^^-'^^ - $^ ^ - 1 1 - 1 38
17Aug71 1130 GJCK,CL,CM,GJGN-277	 ^ Corn Blight	 ”- _	 __. 1,5 -_^^^^^^^^„ 3 - 1 1 - 1 2
13Aug71 ^1300- CJCli,DL=277 - Cocn Bl ghc	 "'"'"”"
_
'5`”'-”""` „ `""""= '"8 - ^„3" -
13Aug71 1130 GJCM, DM-Y77.
_	 _
Coin Bli`ghi""^- ^"'^ _ '^'-""^ S-' —'
_
^^ =-^ "^ - ~^T—
12Au871 130 GJCH,CJ- 277_„....x...... Corn Blight - 8-"''3 -^ Y .^ - ^T^—
12Aug71 1130 GJCK,DK-277 Corn Blight 5 - - 1 - ^^^^—
12Aug71 0900 ^CJCJ,DJ-277. Corn Blight 5 -3
_
- Y
13Au^71. 1130 r._..^.GJCK-277-^^^,^y^„^'uy^'^ ___...^_.. ____^Corn Blight	 :_^ M--.yam„^ 5^—_ ^^„'-'"_ _ -g". _1- .. -
11Au^71 1000 GJCK,CL,DK,DL-277 Coxn B13ght ^5	 '-'^ -„^-'” ^- ^"B - - ^-
06A^71: 1400 GJFN-282	 ^^„ M.S.U. Agricultural Farm. 5 - _ - '7.'^ - ^S6G_—
06Au 21 0900 GJFN-282 ^_. M.S.U..A&ricultural Fa^rm.^ 1,2,5 - 8 - - X33





GJDL Dx_ M-277 Corn Blight S' - ^"'„ - 1 -„I - "5^-
31Ju171 1130 GJCL,DL,DM-277	 - Corn Blight	 - 5 - - -
29Ju171 1130__ GJCKxDJ-277_ , ^ „^^	 ^'„,_ ,^ ^Cocn Blight	 ^^	 -	 _^ S ^ _ - - -
-'29Ju171 1000 GJCK CL-DK-DL-277 Corn B11 hg t .	_3,5^
^
_ - -"8 -- I^
27Ju171 .1230 . GJCHa CJ^277,,:,^^^„,^_, Carn Bli hC 5 - - ^—
, 27J_^ u171 1130 , GJCK;DK-277 Corh Blight	 - 5^^ - ^ -
^
^- - -
27Ju171 0900 GJCJ.DJ-277„	 'CornB118ht^^^,^.^^5^_ '^ ^^^ - -'^38-
21Ju171 1130 GJCK,DK^277. 	 ,t Corn Blip^ht 5 ^ - -
1¢Ju171 1230 CJCH•DJ-277 Corn Bli ht 5 - - -
,3¢Ju171 1000 GJ_CK,^CL,-DK.OL-277 ^_^ - Corn B13 hg t	 ^^„^^._ 5'""^-'^^^^- - - 8 ! - - `i7
-3§Ju171_ .Q,^00. GJCJ^DJr 277 Corn Bli ht 5 -
.^ - 98130
,^
GJCL,CM-277	 ,^^_ Corn B11Bht:. 5	 ^ - - 1 T- - ^^'3^^
^;,2_Ju^71 1300W QJCLyDLw277 :..._,.,,,__-,,,-_:. Cotn Bliyht,,,,.,,__,,^_,_^,^ 5 8 - 1 -. 1- '^H—
_],.2^uh]1_ 1130 GJCM DM-277 Corn Blight 5 
.___._.r.^._ -.__„.r _..._.. :._ -_...._ -	 ,. .
`9^
.QZ^L4 7 _J,400^ GJFN-282_, M.S.U. Agricult_ u_ral £army_ 1,4 _ g _ -_ 1 ^._
^ZJt11 Q.92SL. GJDJ,CL^277^,,,;^„__.^__-„+; Corn Bli ht 1,S - 8 - 1 -
-.39,1un 2.3.0_ Cc.LS^iI:,&'J- Corn Bli ht 5^ - 8 - -
GJCJ nJ-277 Corn Bli ht 3,5 -- 8 3 - ^^ - --9^8-
FORMERLY WILLOW RU^d LABORATORIES. THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
TABLE 8. M? MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER FLIGHTS
















Date Time Location Ob ects
CJ	
..._M_____ Local 1,,3 ^, 7 4 - 1 _ _4_ _ „„,J ^.¢J12Nov71 1000 FHLQ,KQ-175 _ Houaton,,^Texas	 , ^„^^,_' 2,,3.5 8 3 - 1 - 1 -
11Nov71 1300. FJJA,KA,FHKQ-175	 _-___,- Houstont_Texas ^ 5	 __,___ 8 3 - 1 - l - $0
11Nov71 1000 FHJQ,KQ-175.	 „-„^ ,^ Houston	 Texas	 ,,,^, „	 ,
'^











































03Nov71 1200. CJFD-217 Forest Sites 10 - 8 3 - 1 - 1 - 32
280ct71 0930^CJGN-190	 ^_-_ Ann^ArboT, Michigan 1^Y,5,10^ - -_8. ^^^3 - 1 1 - 38
060ct71 0400
_.	 .......^..._t...^±.r.._._..^_._._.^GJCJ DJ CH-277 ^^"-„^^^^- Corn Ali ht__.^__..^....,__._....^...,..._............_..._ 5_____..^_._.._ -__ 8 3 - 1 1 - 1 110
OSOct71.1230 GJC, H^,GJ,CK,DK-277	 ,_^ Corn Blight b - 8 3 - 1 1 - 1 123
OSOct71 0900 
-
GJCI,DJ-277 _ CoinB1{ h[ 5 ^ - _8 3 - 1 1 - 1 98
24571 1300 GJCL DL-277	 ^^ ^ ^ Corn Bl^ht	 ^ 5 - 8 3 - 1 2 - - 80
245e 71 1130 GJCK,DK-2'7 Corq Blight 5 - 8
-
3 - 1 1 - 1 82
24Seo71 1130 GJCMiDM^277 Corn Bli hg_t,_^,r__,_,^ 5	 .^,__ - 8 3 - 1 1 - 1 91
24Se 71 1000 GJCK.CL ,DK.DL-277. __,„„„___,_,.CornB33ght 5 - 8 3 - 1 1 - 1 83
21Sep71 1400 CJPN	 _ _	 - M.S.U. Agricultural Farm 
^
1,4__, ,. , - 8' 3 - 1 1 - 1 43
18Se 71 1330 CJGP Flint, 	Mich^an -.^1 2,4 - 8 3 - 1 1 - 1 121




FlintyMichi a& n	 ^1 - - ^- - 1 - - - 49
17Se 71 1530 GJGP	 ^_,,,_ Flint, Michi awn _,_,,,_,,,,,^_„_ 1	 __-,^
-
- 8. ^3 - 1 1 - 1 31
153en71 1645 GJCN-190 Ann ArborL MichiBan	 _,._„_ 1 - 8 1 -^ 2 - --
„
1.6
-155e 71 1230x GHCH.CJ-277	 N,
^^^-^
Corn Blight , 	
^
5 - S 3 - 1 1 - 1 74'
15SenJL 1130 _, +^CJCK AK-277 Corn Bli ht	
^^'^„^
5
— „., „Y B 3. ^- 1” 1 - 1 _+82
15Sep71 0900 GJCJ, DJ-277 Corn Blight^^ 5 - 8 3 - 1 1 - 1 _98
14Seo71 1300 G,IOLiDL^-„_,277_,..	 ^ Corn Blight 5 B 3 - 1 1 - 1 98
1 Sep71 1130 _ GJCM, DM_ ,277 Corn B11ght__,_,,,,,,,r_„,^,,,,_„_ 
^
5 - 8 3 - 1 1 - 1 91
14Se71 1000 GJCK,CL.DK^DL-277, Corn 8118ht 5 B 3 „^ 1 - 1 - 1^ 64
24A518Z1 1^3Q_, G;7p1,DIL_2^^ W^ Corn Blight,_,__„^,_„ 5^,,,v_ _ v8 3^ - 1 1 - 1 29
29AJ! ;134 ?^k.liL^7	 _Corn Blight.-^.^^__^^^^._ 5 - 8 3 - 1	 „ 1 - 1 80
,gQp^ 11^Q_„ GJCM_,DM^277 ,^„_,,,,,-^„_ _`^ Corn Blight	
_
5 - 8 3 - 1 1 - T 101
1.8Au87 123A._ G.7^li,.G.I^Z D Bk1Sl15.^. 5;^, - 8 3 - 1 1 - 1 74
28Au 71 1000GJCK CL DK DL-277 Corn Bli ht 8.
NOTE: ( 1) For list of published documents which use airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A.
?^	 (2) Fc:• geographic reference system, see Appendix B.la (3) Eor list of organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
ti,	 Sheet^_of ^ Sheets
'	 X	 *:OTE: (1) For list. of published documents which use airborne sensor data collected bq ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix H.
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NOTE: (1) For list of published documents which use airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A.
(^) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list o[ organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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TABLE 9. M5 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER FLIGHTS 	
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(kilometers)UV VIS NIR M1R E'[R BW Col. 1RDate Time Location Ob eels
,12,SPp,ZL
j^yj7 1 .830_ .11)0 . GJG. ..	 _.^_-.- -- -GJCNLn1-277---- --.._ P !n(,_ XichlLe __-_,___._.. _Cora_falL	 t S 1 -2 1 _.. _..	 .1 __ - i --___91 ..___.







G1C1C CL,OII.D1.-2^ ___. - _Cori. ^l^t --	 --_... ..----. _ ._f._ _ . i_
,Q¢Auj]1 . lAOq_ . CJPN-282 M.S^II. A^rieultura[ Iio __-_ r . - _T -_.. _T _. -_^._-
Qti^ 71 0900 ., GJ_ft1-^ _ _ 
-..---.-_..
Na.U:-A^rievfurifl. _ 1,73--_ ...1._ = - _ _ . --_^--



















GJCJ^DJ-T77_ . - -- __- _
























CorRiCi t ^...-- -- - - T- ^ - - T ^_ -
^Juj1 1190 GJCL .at=2ii _—.,_
_—	 ---
con^iii	 ht^^ ---^--^ - T - -
__
-^f-
12Ji117 1.14. c,^CM,gt2n core s ijhe_----	 -- - T - - --^7-'-











G.ICJ .DJ-27 7 ._
CorR ^l^c_..--------Corn Eli	 t S,3-^---^^^-
i - T
__ ..T _ - T _._^-
- 7 - -
24duD1 .44Q. GJpt.QLL a IBC lM,'^)j__ . Cora ili ht --.---
- ^1$,IS141 1109 GJCL,DL_2.77--._...--^----._ Cora ^li^-...-__...---.... 1, _ _ ---^-
_jQ^ypjl 130 GJCM,OM-217_	 .Cora sl!	 t_ ..-----..-'_ _ 3 ._
_ -
._
14T1tY 6QQ_ GJDN 0M^D!- 6^7 ------. Cook lover t sat ^
---_
-
^ .4489.._ SriOlt .R1,4L-1 _^_ I T -
111yy 4D_. GJPN-282__.,__,._.—,
cook. ►ow -^Flint	 --








































































tvvrr:: tll r'or ltet o[ puollsneD Documents wntcn uee alroorne senttor aW CO11eCteD uy ERIM, see AppenAbt A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list oL organizational addressee, see Appendix C.
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(kilometers)UV VIS NIR MIR FIR BW Col. IRDate Time Location Ob'ects
a
flirty 1 6900... GJLP	 -	 _...-
ore	 a	 tar o












CJDN DIt,DP - ^ --	 -^
---------CJGN
Coo3c '^eivir '^laat	 ^	 ^ 5,10	 ^^^-^-
-_
T-_-_- _ 9^^ 9^^^
--
- 2 ^1 .
_
1 1 _ 128
-
- d	 --_-_-^oada-- 1.2,5 1 9 6 - 1 1 1 1,_ 923bAp"cTi 370 6:1DN';Oti;6F-IdT — ook?iwr Tliet _—._.. .aa_---- ^- —y- i-- ___ -z-- -i i 1 -- 3i .-
"7i£tpi71
-_..




Doti-love'i^?laat..____._..- .._- ^^^^jb- i. f j _ - 1 1 1 662SA v
	 _ 1 bJDNOM,Df-fbT- Cook^^Pover ^lag t^_
	 ^
--
5,10	 - 9 3 - 2 1 1 i 57 -












-f _prTf ^D f-OM.u^Tb 'S C^"oof' iow^ ^laat
- - - 
-










_ 9 3 - 1 1_ 1 61S^lO 1 3 - 2 1 1 1 1122LA^71 1400 CJGN	







Y D1uua^Trua St 10 - 9 6 1 1 1 - 1 144PIQQ-1 S .__ Xowtoa Aru taut Sitaa 2^^ - - - - 2 _ _ - S209Nar71 0000 PX^-17S Nowton Aru 7aat Sltaa 2 8 - - - - 2 _ - _ 5208Xar71 2000 ^__TNKt^17S	 _ _
^-	 ^ ^










PNR^_^17 3 Nowton _Aran Taat Situ _ 2i3 1 9 3_ - 1 1 1 1 69FNE^173 .-	 -	 ^^ Nouitoo^ Aru Taat S1ba - '- -T,5 "-
04Xar71 OSSO PX104-072 rlcuitura , - - 1 1 - - - 6903Xar71 OSSO PFIit#1-03 rlcultura ^ _ ^ _ - _ a'q'-
27PeD71 1300_ f10Dt-072 rieu tui ra - ^'f----
-
9 6 - T i 1 - 7815Dec70 1000 CJMJ^M--_ 18May 81tu 1 '^,^^i ^ _^^'--




















9 3 1 1 1 S144^47Q 0800 . ^.EJEP-002 .	_.__ PipLah Cratar
	 _ 1,3_ 1 -9 ._ --^._.. - 4 1 1 1280ct70 1200 EJAD AE —__.n _ - -
........ ,., .- „oa w Nu,. ,^	 uvi uu^c	 wmcn uee a^rwrne nenaur aaR COIleCteO [ry LIUM, eee AppenDUt A.(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
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UV V1S N1R Ml	 FIR
o.Boreslgh
Cameras
BW CoI . COI'lkilometers)IR
Total Flight
Line Length

























































CJGN ,IU - -'^- `"-
cJCw YN	 .-'_._-- ._
cJF► CT l'0 --	 . _.





__p Diswsrrd - Tress ^
















































cx3r JK rtr	 ----_ _
ltiii ^OI^E	 filar	 ut ou
iitikl6l•: ifc.r heTlJc loR
---" -I- ^
,,.
- 1 2 1 _1 1}3-
>ao- 	 T - ^ "6 i• } i ie7 _
T13:p70 f700 rabL=3S0---- --	 -	 -- in iIilht_____..___ 9_-_.- - ^^
--
6 1	 . -1





0300 -_CJOL-330- t_ore Tjhi ___ _



















GJl1t !N Gi,Q1 TCK^i1
GJ^L-fSO	 .._._.	 ..	 .__ -



























}.._._ ? _ 1	 _ 1.... _.__._._16---
24Auj70 161.0 GJDNL1H.yDK.,pf iCJ-27)_-...- __rn ili^t._---._. . _ .


































































































IKTC Lt7C _ _	 _
FKFC,CC ,_._-^-,^_.. _.












































NOTE: (1) For list of published documents which use airtwrnr sensor aata couectea oy arum, see nppenaix n.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list of organizational addresses, ser :Appendix C.
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„ 1 tt 10 .,,.__....
11?----.__.2^7.6^1U
_3, 7a<y6,10 .










































































































Rock Outcpey^ . ,__Soi_1•	


















































23	 y 73.. 0370_..0010-...x.5.!2.-._..__.T-fKTCsCC ... 	--'---•--
nisC,^_._.._._._-_._.._.__- .








































































2.f_._ -_ .4._ 4 .._ _1__. ^_ 38
►tlghvlZ
_$1.LL.-_---..... 2.5..-_.._._ ..' - _2 1_ 1 _- _ -..-.. ._._ ..31L._--
4
NOTE: (1) For list of published documents which use airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see AppendUt A.
(4) For list of organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
^	 )12
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
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.....,. .^ _.._.. - -- _. _--' -_ _^ _ .- ._^ _1 2 7 .- - 9 6.._ .. 1 . - _ 87.














	 __.__._.__ 1 2 10
-t.L
_.













G1GM Gil tw	 --_
_CJGNLOJ .,_.__--__-_


















,^Nov69 , _ 1. 100 _GT,pI.,_-,-	 -,___ rtwltun-
-__
.__2.SyS _- - _ 7 6 _1 1 1 1 . 1. 26 2
















7 - 1 1 1 1 1 21^




_ .0800„ 6J(OT , ....---,,^_-, - Smog Blljhtad Tn^a-- ^ ^3 - -- 7
_ 









_... .. S _._ _Lht^d Tre^9 ..^
to	 •t Situ
1r2a3 - _7 S 1 1 2 1 1 19__
♦ 6 _ - 7 6 - 1_ . 4 - - 30
_139st44._4534._^A!•AC Sol1^., '^ - - - -
--
- -
_1?OS169 . 1900_„ _ggAliAC 	- Soils 2 S - - 3 1 1 - _ - 76
^4£L69 4^,0.. EKAlsAC-_--..----- SotL _.... 	 -.	 ..__.._.._^a3 _._.. - . 7 6_ _1 1 1 1 1 )6
^O.^ s,^ 0^_. , B
	.ice.-	 -. So1L	
_-
2 - 7 6 1 1
..	
2 1 1 46







._.3 --- 7 S 1 1 2 - - 13
_Solis	 __i 2 3 5 10 --- - 7 S 1 1 1 1 1 61




-^ - ._-- --- -
'23Sao69 .
.1334... .D,I,LQ^.1Sl^r!,^l.>^,!u Orw^oq _Coaa_t^l 4^nn 1 1 7 2 . 1 1 1.. 1 -_ 520
_0.444. D,1LQ.OICIIA.6A.lA.ri.tu .wA._ Orytos Coaetml _VOtarr	 __ 1 T ^_ 1 . 1 1 1 - 120
--.._.. _ -.__ .1,R t91-4.4Z.------..__.._._..__--
-.-_.____----_----
...--
----1LSat@4 11,IHP7P . ttP.l3!.D,11Hl,.JN,KN`_ w_4cstelL Ot?^1s3__ ^-tlf! __ 3_-..
.--
7 2. 1 1
_













NO'CF. ( 1) For list o f published docum^,lt.v which use airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference sy:;tem, see Appendix B.
(3) For list of organizational addresses, see Appendix C.
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Cameras Total Fli htg
Line Length





Wt^,JP, ^KP, ,LP^I) ,llpt-,JNa/^ i




, On,Lon .^ Gouts( waN_^e-- .
------
..-.-.




















































2 3 6,9 _. - _ ...^ 1
_
- - -17Aua6.9 2100 GJfA1^CM	 .____.-- lister Pollntiaa 1
------
- - 2 1 -
- -
S3
_13Aut69 090e GJ4^I, ,PII_	 _ Poreet S itu	 -- _^^ 6^9 , _ --- 7 S -1 1 3 2 1 59
13Ay^69
-...._
. 0900 . GJCN,GM _-_ 	 _ Vmur Pollutlop 1 - 9 S 1 1 3 2 - 53
^lAu 6`9_. _0930 G10N^DM.,
.1><.-.}67 Cook_ Powr Plan._- - _-.-4___--'_--__... -----_.._s -..-..__ .-.1 .--7 ---'_ . 2 ---1 1 ^ I _1
_
_ 269
94^vi6?. _._1434 . GJDL-_._.-_--__-_--_ Ajricplture .--.-...- 7__` . - .j- 7. ..^ .3 _. 21445AAE@4_. .._14 . _^Q4...._._.__..-_ Ajtieglture __	 _ - 7 S 1 , 1,_ 1_ 214
OZ04 CJDL _ 	 _ !culture __^-.. 7 S 1,_ 1 _ 1 ,10	 -




_7_ ^. ^ 1 42
133.Y1^2_ _0245 6,gC.00 H^tsE_Po13PS140_.























ZLLu16.4_ _1. dls4.___..____-_.- ^- seeesd. .TZSS!_- __ 1,5,$_. - 7 _ S _3 1
__
_	 38
11.1 _1030 _.PJML-	 ----.._ _RlssaaeQ _T.rss!_--	 _ .._2a.5.a8....-. - 7 ^ 1 1 34_
3.G,1u144.. _1000 _ I1IPi	 ___ DsL_g11si_____ B - 1 1 2 1 1 4 5
15du169_. _ 103Q _ DLYA._.__..
	 -____ _Q4lftllsd_?.tsss._._ _.^.-_ _- 7 S _ 2 , 1 26
15.1,+1119._ ._06.30 OgPd-.----	 -.. lsd_.2LW.-_.--^ 1._-- -_ ._Z ._7. -1- -^ - - 2215.1. _.1.330 DKRi._-'---^.--- ^tees_•sA_.itua..__,---..? - 7 S,_ 1 1 2 1 1
_
22
15Ju169._ _.0800. _OSYd_____..._... _.-_.__.._._ 4rst9n OQasul_4titlrt_ -. 7 1 - - - _ 26



















































... - - ^--
n5 L.116^ V.ln
LP-007







^^ ^ I r	 ^ i ^ r I r list of publishe6 donlmcnts which use airborne sensor data collected by ERIM, see Appendix A.
(2) Fur geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
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Wt,Q ,RKL!Lnn , LB,tip-007_....____.












_len1S!!i! . _	 __-_._...
^Leultur^_.__ 	 __
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NOTE: ( 1) For list of published documents which use airborne sensor data collected by ER1M, see Appendix A.
(2) For geographic reference system, see Appendix B.
(3) For list of organizational addresses, sec Appendix C.
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DESCRIPTION OF ERIM AIRBORNE SENSOR SYSTEMS
In order to interpret the sensor imagery properly, it is necessary to know the sensors'
	 ^;
functio^^s and performance characteristics. Therefore, these items are discussed briefly in
the following descriptions of each airborne sensor . system..
k^.	 ^^.! M7 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER
I
TheM7 scanner, covering a wavelength range from , 0.33 to 14.0 µm, can operate in up to
	 ^	 ;
	
',	 19 different spectral bands of the ultraviolet, visible, and. infrared regions (see: Table 12^. Of	 w
these bands,. 12 are selected for t <<pe recording at any one time on a 14-track magnetic tape
	
a
machine, As many as five separate radiation reference sources are recorded sequentially for
calibration purposes along with the ground video once in each scan line.
The simplified diagrams of Figure 32 illustrate a typical line scanner--and its method of
airborne use. As shown in the optical' schematic at the top of the . figure; the scanner basically
	 ,;
consists of ar optical. telescope with its narrow field of view redirected by,a rotating flat mirror.
This mirror causes the system to scan. in a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
aircraft.. A radiation detector in the focal plane of the telescope converts. the focused beam of
radiation to an electrical signal. First, the optical.. system's instantaneous field of view (ground
resolution element} scans laterally across the aircraft ground track through an opening in-the
.bottom of the-aircraft. Then, before making the next ground scan, it scans radiation references
(not. shown) which are interpal to the scanner. By the time the next scan begins the aircraft has
moved forward, so that- subsequent line scans build upon one, another to produce a continuous
strip image of the terrain beneath the' aircraft. 	 '^
The multispectral scanner evolved from this single-channel scanner concept. This evolu-
tion required replacement of the single detector element. with a system' of beamsplitters, dis-
persing optics, spectral filters, and multiple detection elements. Figure 33 shows -the optical
configuration of the M7 multispectral scanner. The radiation intercepted by the 5-inch -diameter
collecting aperture is directed into the Dall-Kirkham telescope, .which has a 3-inch-diameter
	
r	
secondary mirror. The incoming radiation prevented from entering the telescope by this sec-
	
^'	 ondary mirror is directed upward by a folding mirror' to Detector Position L This 3-inch-
diameter collecting aperture: operates over the broad band of 0.3 to 14.0 µm. To provide
thermal data at this position, a focusing lens designed for the 8.0 to 14..0 µm band is used in
combination with a cooled. HgCdTe .detector. A dichroic mirror mounted ahead of this lens
	
''^ ,	 diverts ultraviolet and visible . radiation. onto a photomultiplier detector which. is filtered so
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i [$ TABLE 12. TYPICAL SPECTRAL BANDS AVAILABLE










,; 0.48-0.50 blue :green.
0.50-0 . 52 green




i' 0.5 8-0.62 orange
0.62-0.66 orange red
!! 0.66-0.72 red
j^ 0.72-0.80 infrared	 (NIR)
0.80-1 .00 infrared	 (NIR)
^; 1,0-1.4 infrared	 (NIR)
r; 1.5-1.8 infrared	 (NIA) 3
2.0-2.6 infrared
	 (NIR)' )
'' *4.5-5.5 infrared	 (MIR)



































The radiation collected by the effective 4-inch aperture of the Dall-Kirkham telescope is
.folded into a dichroic mirror which reflects radiation below 1.0 µm, but transmits that of
longer wavelengths. The radiation thus transmitted is focused onto three separately filtered
indium-arsenide detector elements in Position 2 by a lens achromatized for the 1.0 to 2.6 µm
.region. This dichroic and lens can. be
 readily changed for different detector configurations
such as a second thermal infrared detector at this position.
• Radiation at wavelengths shorter than 1.0 µm is focused onto the entrance slit of a prism
spectrometer at Detector Position 3. The spectrometer' divides. and directs visible and near-
	 h.
,,	 ^	 ,
infrared. radiation through afiber-optic image slicer to as many as twelve photomultiplier,tuhes.
The radiation reference sources are positioned in line with the scan mirror, so that each
source is "seen" and registered sequentially-once each-scan line. Five reference sources are
used: an NBS lamp packaged to simulate a point source; one ambient and two temperature-
	
1
controlled graybody thermal references that fh the collecting. aperture: and a sky illumination
	 '
reference . consisting of an opal glass diffusing plate mounted in the top of the aircraft.. Through
electronic control of the lamp and graybodies and by attenuating optical filters for the sky llu-
	 r
urination, the radiation from all but the ambient temperature reference sources is under operator
control. During data collection, all internal sources are monitored and recorded manually by "
	 ^ ^	 '.
the operator. To assure their validity as references, these sources are calibrated periodically
against external . standards in the laboratory.
The scanner views the terrain during 90° of its scan, providing an external field of view
(FOV) f45o from nadir.. A nominal-0.1°C NEST and a i% NEOp are achieved* The system 	 3
operates at a constant scan. speed of 60 scans per econd. Electronic bandwidth was tape-re-
corderlimited to a range of DC to 80 kHz. The amplitude and frequency response . is linear within
3 db over thisbandwidth. The scan angle response-of the system is within 4% of the nadir value
throughout the scan. FOV. The instantaneous FOV of each.. spectral band is 2.0 to 3.0 mr, de-
pending, on the particular radiation detector . ox limiting aperture size, The imagery is roll-
stabilized and the scan plane can be adjusted for oblique viewing from the normal vertical to
any position up to 52° forward of nadir. The radiometric temperature accuracy of the thermal
	 j
infrared bands is approximately l°C at the scanner aperture.
All detector assemblies in the M7 system are aimed along a common line-of-sight. Thus.-
all spectral bands are in registration except those from a special detector assembly which has
*NEOT = Noise Equivalent .change in Temperature.
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7
elements positioned side by side along the scan track at nadir. Only one of the elements of
this detector assembly is in exact. registration with other scanner spectral bands . (See Ref.
[44] for a more complete description of the M7 scanner and its performance,)
4.2 M5 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER
The same . or similar four detector assemblies used in the M? scanner were previously used
in a different configuration in the M5 multspectral scanner system. The significant difference
in the two systems was that in the M5 system each detector assembly had a separateline-of-
sight. Therefore,-only those spectral bands within a single detector assembly were in registra-
7
tion. In the M7 system,. all detector assemblies had a common line-of-sight. For machine pro-
cessng of the data, it is necessary that all spectral bandsbe in registration when collected or
bear some programmable relationship to each other: so that they may be brought into registra-
tion during processing.. 	 '	 '
I	 _	 _	 _	 _
In 1965 when the M5 system was developed, it was configured around readily available air-
borne scanners originally developed for military . reconnaissanre. The twenty multispectral data	 `^
channels (see Table 12) were obtained by using four detector assemblies, one installed in each
end of two dual -ended scanners. (See Figure 34). A choice of detector configurations was .avail-
able, but the basic grouping for data collection was:
(1)Scannerl
End A: GeHg detector filtered for 8.0 to 13.5 µm
End B: InSb detector with 3 elements filtered for 1 .0 to 1.4 µm,
,,•	 ;
2:0 to 2.6 µm^ and 4.5 to 5.5 µm	 ^	 an
(2) Scanner 2	 ''
End A: Spectrometer with 12 .photomultiplier detectors over a range of 0.4 to 1.0 µm
End B: InAs detector--with 3 elements filtered for 1,0 to 1 .4 µm, 1,5 to 1.8. . µm and	 r





As assortment of detector/filter. conbinatons was. available for substitution in End B of 	 ]
each. scanner.. These include a photomultiplier filtered for 0.33. to 0.38 µm, single element
`^
InAs or InSb detectors with filters for any of the wavelength bands shown for the 3-element
detectors, a single element HgCdTe detector with a selected wavelength band. between 1.0 and
.^.
12.5 µm and a dualelement HgCdTe detector with two wavelength bands between 8.2 and 12.1 µm. 	 ..
The scanners were modified to provide a single scanning mirror surface for each detector
assembly at a fixed scan rate of approximately sixty scans per second. The single scanning
surface was selected (by covering one of .the two scan mirror surfaces). in order to restrict:
the detector to a single radiation -input at any one time. The scan rate selected was the maxi-
mum available for the particular scanner and was fixed to simplify canner controls, Most-of
123
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the data were .collected at low altitudes. This required the maximum scan rates, and the scan
s overlap at higher altitudes was. acceptable. With. this scan rate and a normal aircraft ground
^^ speed of 120 knots, acontinuous-registration of terrain without scan overlap was obtained at
'{	 I an altitude of about 1,000 ft.
,^
For calibration of the radiation input( to each detector channel, scanner 1 contained two
^ thermal reference plates and a lamp radiation source, and. scanner 2 contained two lamp
sources and a solar reference Source; these were registered in the detector outputs during each
	 {
line scan. The thermal plates provided two graybodies as temperature references for the
.thermal-IR channels (4.5 to 5.5 µm and 8 to 13.5 µm), and the lamps provided radiation. refer-
ence levels corresponding. to the reflected energy (from solar illumination) H of typical. targets in
the data channels from 0.3 to 2.6 µm. The dark interior of the scanner was registered as the 	 '
'. zero-radiation input for the scanner channels in the 0.33 to 2.6 µm region. 	 ;
The electrical outputs of the -radiation detectors were ,amplified for 'standard FM recording
'	 ',	
w
on magnetic tape recorders with an electrical bandwidth of from near DC to at least 20 kHz.
With appropriate selection of .amplifier gains, DC restoration, and special electronic filtering
in the tape playback, a bandwidth of DC_to 40 kHz was achieved in some data. The maximum-
- information bandwidth of the scanner itself was approximately DC to 70 kHz. The separate de-
tector outputs were displayed on oscilloscopes to the airborne operators, who selected the
': appropriate amplifier gains. to match each signal level to the dynamic range of the tape re- 	 '
corder.. - A separate tape machine recorded the output of each scanner.
', ^ System performance was adequate for registration of terrain in all scanner data channels
during daylight hours under all. weather conditions suitable for Visual flight ,rules. (VFR) aircrafk
operation; .however, no clouds could be between the aircraft and the terrain.. Only the thermal
,' channels (4.5 to 5,5 µm and. 8 to 13.5 µm) were operable at night or twilight.', Data. was collected
j at: flight altitudesfrom 500.ft above terrain to 15,000 ft above sea level. However, at 500 ft
scans did not cover all. the ground-under the aircraft .because of the limited maximum. scan. rate
and the minimum airspeed of the aircraft, The best scan overlap (approximately 50%) occurred
' at a flight altitude. of'2000 ft above terrain and at a ground speed of 120 knots. The fixed scan rate 	 ;
f produces increasing scan overlap at higher altitudes.
'	 ^ The .nominal unobscured FOV of the scanners was 80° across the flight line and continuous
' in the flight direction.. However, when the thermal. reference plates were used with scanner 1,
1.
the unobscured external FOV was reduced to 37°. Thelamp reference sources for scanner 2
	 ,'
:.
were :registered during the period of internal -scan so-that the .external FOV for this scanner was;.
^^ '	 unaffected'by the calibration sources.' The scan . synchronization signal was stabilized about the
	 `:^^
i' ;	 roll axis to reduce significant pattern distortion-in the imagery representing scanned terrain.
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The M5 system provided a maximum spatial resolution, or instantaneous. FOV, of approxi-
mately 4 mr, 'limited by the tape recording bandwidth. The quantitative measure of the signal
level (radiance) in-each band was established by interpolation between two known. radiation in-
puts at the scanner aperture. The radiation inputs were common to data channels within a
scanner and could be compareri between scanners. The radiation measurement accuracy of the
M5 system was approximately the same as that. for the M7 system. For a more complete de-
scription of the M5 system and its performance, see Reference [45 ]
4.3 M1A1 THERMAL SCANNER.
The M1A1 airborne infrared scanner system was designed and constructed by ERIM as a j
geophysical research tool for the Terrestrial Sciences Laboratory of Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Laboratories (AFCRL). The system consisted of the line -scanning unit and the image- ]
recording unit. The line-scanning unit was derived from an AN/AAR -9, XA-2, furnished by
AFCRL. This . scanner underwent extensive modifications in video and synchronization elec-
tronics, , optical configuration, and detector assembly in order to improve sensitivity: and reso=
lution. Significant improvementwas achieved in scanner performance.
The dine-. scanning unit (Figure 35) consisted of (1) a four sided mirror, (2) a friction drive
system to rotate the scanning mirror, (3) a Newtonian collecting optics system, (4) a,liquid-
nitrogen -cooled indium antimonide solid- state detector sensitive to radiation in the 1.0 to 5.5
µrn wavelength - region, {5) a solid state video preamplifier, and (6) synchronization generating
circuits and a vertical gyroscope stabilizing network. All these were mounted on a rigid frame
" -	 constructed of tubular stainless steel. and anodized aluminum plate.
The infrared ' scanning system first delivered in 1965 was only capable of making an in-
-flight direct recording of the scanner video signal on moving photographic film. It required great
skill, much experience, and some luck to record good imagery on a crucial flight mission. In
1967, the M1A1 underwent its first renovation; the single . most important addition was the in- 3
stallationof a tape recording system. With this addition, the mission success or failure no
longer depended upon the proper operation of the image- recording. unit. However, the low.lre- 	 -
quency output (which is of prime importance to earth resource investigators) of the scanner ')
was not recorded, in order to simplify operation.
A second renovation o the M1A1 scanner system commenced in the latter part of 1969 and
was completed. in the early summer of 1970. The major changes made to the equipment were; j
(1) elimination cf an alternate two of the four scanning mirror surfaces so that.the detector reg-
stered an internaLview of the scanner between external line scans and :only one mirror surface
at a time provided a radiation input to `the detector; (2) provision of low frequency coupling and
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The original ERIM radar system operated at only X-band frequency with only one return
signal recorded. In September 1969, a provision was made for simultaneously recording both
parallel and orthogonal polarization of the return. signal:. In may 1971, provisions - were made
for operating the system at either X- or L-band frequencies. Dual polarized returns were-
recorded for either frequency. In March 1973, the capability to operate simultaneously at X-
and L -band frequencies was achieved. Two polarizations were recorded for each frequency..
The resulting four data channels can be machine processed using multispectral processing
techniques developed for the optical scanners. 	 --
The major limitation in SLAR data for earth resource applications is that the data lack
references which .could make them quantitative or at least repeatable.. The radar imagery
merely displays contrasts in a scene.
The characteristics of the . ERIM multiband SLAR system are summarized in Table 13.
y
4.5 BORESIGHT CAMERAS FOR AIRBORNE SYSTEMS	 -
The boresight aerial cameras used by ERIM in conjunction with MSS and SLAR airborne
mapping systems were the military type K17, KB8, P220 and P2. The K17 uses 9.5-inch film,
i_	 the other cameras 70mm film. The cameras were designed for daylight photographic re- 	 r
connaissance. The K17 is a simple, relatively reliable. camera with limited performance. The 	 '.
other cameras are complicated and unreliable,' with performance exceeding the boresight re-
quirements. The basic requirement for the boresight cameras was, to record the visual view
of the: instruments under development to aid in the manual. interpretation of the scene imagery.
'	 These cameras tended to function as remote ground :observation . devices......-	 {
i
.The. performance characteristics" of these cameras are listed in Table 14, .All cameras
were mounted directly on the airframe; inflight leveling or alignment was. through manual adjust-
ments. No stabilization, image motion compensation, or automatic exposure control was avail=
able for .any. of the cameras. The camera operator had inflighk access to the cameras for-
magazne changes and exposure adjustments.
None of the cameras had acolor -corrected lens; nonetheless, all produced apparently
acceptable color fidelity. The. use of color film in the K17 was not recommended because of
the slow lens; however, under bright illumination conditions, acceptable color work was pro-
,'
duced with this . camera.
A variety of film and filters -were available for these cameras. The following film-filter
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6
l
TABLE 13. CHARACTERISTICS OF X- AND L -BAND SLAR
C46 Flying Laboratory 	 ^ 9
X-band side -looking imaging radar -dual channel, parallel and orthogonal. polarization	 ^
i
'
L-band side -looking. imaging radar - dual channel, parallel and orthogonal polarization 	 4
Simultaneous operation of X- and L-band radar is normal operating mode
X-Band Radar , )
9.3 GHz center frequency	 ^ ^
Resolution variable from. classified levels to unclassified by-DOD declassification direc-
-	 five (30' x.30')
Range < 10 nautical miles
Swath width 3nm variable from 1 to 10 nautical miles with modifications
9
Depression angle variable from near zero to 60° with modifications
.	 ^
L-Band Radar . { aY
^,	 1.165 GHz center frequency	 k
Resolution. variable. from classified levels to unclassified. by DOD declassification. direc- s
tive (30' x.30')
',	 Range .< 5 nautical. miles	 _ 9
Swath width .3 nm variable. from 1 to 10'nautical miles. with modifications
^	 `	 Depression. angle variable from near zero to 60° with modifications
^	 Camera
70mm P-2 with 3" or 6".focal length lens
45° center depression angle
Navigation
Litton - LTN-51 Inertial _Navigation System
Data Processing
`	 O tical data	 rocessin s stem - stri 	 ma .out	 t ima er	 and/or	 rantsp	 p	 g Y	
p __ _p	 pu	 g	 Y	 p
Image digitizingsystem - imagery in digital form; nine channel digital tape - 8 bit
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^^- TABLE 14. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
1
OF AERIAL CAMERAS ^
_ K17D* KB8A*/P220 P2* ^.
Magazine type A5A LA97A LA97A
'' Film capacity 9.5 in. x 200 ft 70mm x 50 ft 70mm x 50 ft
No, of exposures 250 230 230
j
^
Max.. cycling rate 1/3 cycle/sec 5 cycles/sec 5 cycles/sec
`' Shutter speeds 1/50-1/400sec 1/500-1/2000 sec 1/500-1/2000 sec
Mas, AWAR D 25 lines/mm 42 lines/mm 30 lines/mm 1'
,: Focal length 6 in. 38 mm 3 in.
;' Max. aperture f/6.3 f/4.5 f/2.8
Angle of .view 73°44' 73°44' 41°O6'
;" *Military type.






















































Potential users of ERIM ' s remote sensing data who are not familiar with the formats avail- 	 ^	 ,
able will find it helpful to first review the various functions involved in airborne sensor data
^ 41	 recording. and reproduction.* The=remainder of this section will be devoted to describing the
^^	 inflight data. recording systems, postflight imagery reproductior. on film, and postflight data








.All of the remote sensing data collected rx ERIM's airborne sensors over the past nine. 	 ^	 1
years have been recorded during flight. on magnetic tape for the optical scanners or film for




	 Y	 Y	 p	 p	 ^various scanners have ro essed over the ears from relativel sim le to a machines with 	 ^
limited capabilities to more sophisticated equipment providing a wider electronic bandwidth.
' !	 The basic analog format of the scanner recording systems remained unchanged, howtwer, making








Each of the three basic sensors (MSS, SLAR and. cameras) used by ERIM ' s flight facility to
:k.
collect remote sensing data has its own unique method. for recording the data from the ground.
_r
Two of the sensors, MSS. and SLAB, are scanning devices, i .e., they receive signals continu- 	 ^?	 '
^ ;
^	 -	 ously while the sensor IFOV moves . over the flight path scanning the terrain. _ Hsnce, there-	 ^	 ^
^.
cording system for these sensors must be capable of recording long uninterrupted streams of
data in multiple bands. Magnetic tape is used on the MSS system partially to preserve the , signal
x
in electrical format for machine processing and partially to record the great dynamic range of 	 3
'	 signals. The SLAR system, on the other hand, uses roll photographic film to record the signals
received in holographic form, which preserves the wide dynamic range.. The data. rate of the
SLAR system is so large that magnetic tape could not be used. ` The important 'thing to note is
.that neither of these systems provides visual imagery on film asits raw output. =Both. MSS and 	 ^	 ^;, i
SLAR require some form of postflight processing or data reproduction before an image of the
?	 terrain is obtained.
}	 The aerial camera, on the other hand, does provide usable images of the ground on film 	 1
as raw data. In most instances; the photos are used as flight line verification for the other sen-
^	 stirs. A brief description of each of these recording systems follows.
," . K
	
*User representatives will also find it constructive to discuss possible processing work	 '
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5.1.1 ANALOG MAGNETIC TAPE FOR SCANNERS
All of the multispectral (MS) data-collected by ERIM's scanners since 1966 has beenxe-
corded on 10-inch analog tape reels. Prior to the summer of 1971, two tape recorders were
employed simultaneously, each usually recording different spectral bands. Combinations'of
two one-inch, fourteen-track machines, or one one-inch and one half-inch, seven-track. ma-
chine, were used at various times depending on the availability of tape recorders. More than
one .machine .was necessary because the M5 system had more spectral channels available for
:recording than could be accommodated on a single o>ze-inch, fourteen-track machine.
After July 1971, when the double scanner M5 system was replaced. with the single M7
scanner, only a lone fourteen-track tape machine was employed. The basic operation of the
recorders remained the same, however.
All MS data have been recorded at 60 inches per second (IPS) which, for aten-inch tape
reel and an aircraft speed of 120 knots,. provides up to 28 statute miles of uninterruped data..
Usually, the data line lengths vary greatly over a single mission and several lines may be
recorded on a single tape. Of course, for the two recorder Getup, two, tapes would exist for
the. same lines. If the total mission involved more than 28 statute miles of data, then several
tapes migY.tt be required.. The flight logs generated for each mission provide documentation
of these reels and flight lines.
I
The tape recorders, when operated in the standard FM mode, have an electrical bandwidth
	 ':
r
of DC #0 20 or 40 kHz depending .
 on the FM center frequency. With appropriate selection of
	 a
amplifier gains and special electronic filtering in .the tape playback,' a bandwidth of DC to 40
	 t
or 80 kHz was achieved. The FM electronics were set for f30%Q deviation about the center
	 '
frequency (either 108 kHz or 216 kHz) to reco_rc^ an input .
 signal of 0 to 3 volts. In record mode,




input, the carrier frequency was set at the high frequency {+30% deviatiom) instead of at the
normal center frequency. For osp itive signal input (no negative signals present), the carrier
frequency was shifted downward to a' =30% deviation from the center frequency. Zero volts
represents dark or cold targets.
,.
The separate detector outputs were displayed on oscilloscopes to the airborne operators,
..who selected the appropriate amplifier gain to match each signal level to the dynamic range of
the <tape recorder. All video signals were recorded FM while the. synchronization. signal was
	 "^^
recorded either direct or FM, depending. on the year in which the data was obtained. The
carrier frequency of the FM signal was either 108 kHz or 216 kHz, again depending on when the
data was obtained._,However, since _1971 all-synchronization and ,video signals. have. been re-
corded FM at 216 kHz. While here has been no permanent assignment of a particular scanner
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scan-synchronizing reference and line count. on .tape track 7. Since the tape machine has
staggered heads, the six spectral bands most likely. to be machine processed were assigned
to odd tracks along with the sync in order to '.minimize misregistration of .the multispectral
data because of kape transport characEeristics (skew, stretch, .etc,).. When optimized registra-
lion of the imagery in all nape channels is desired, analog delay lines are used in tape duplica-
lion on ,the processing tape machine to bring common objects in the imagery into exact registra-
Lion.
It should be noted here that time-registered .data is limited to that data recorded on a single
-tape machine, Hence, any processing requiring multispectral coverage of a common area on
the ground must be done with those signals recorded on a single tape.
',
'`	 5:1.2 FILM FOR RADAR	 _ _	 ,^j
°,	 The ERIM. dual frequency radar-does not produce visible radar imagery in flight. Instead,
'	 radar data are recorded in the aircraft on film in a holographic format for subsequent process-
's	 ing on the ground to produce visual radar images of the scanned terrain. 'Each of he four avail-
''	 able channels utilizes different radar echo signals. One channel produces an image from the
X-band;parallel polarized signals,. a second uses the X-band cross-polarized signals, a third
•	 uses the L-band parallel signals, and a fourth uses the L-band cross-polarized signals,
The four channels of stored radar data are recorded on parallel strips of photographic film,
	
,,
with X-band data on one 70mm film strip .and L-band .
 on another. The various radar signals
are synchronously detected in .order to preserve both phase and amplitude information, and are





	 exposed.. These films are on 100-ft reels which. have the capacity to record. for e
 about 450 klom-	 'I
eters of flight .line length per reel. The reels can be changed in the air..
5.1,3 FILM FOR BORESIGHT CAMERAS
'	 The aerial cameras used with the- MSS and SLAR. systems provide the higher 'spatial reso-
lotion required for shape identification of some terrain features and. conditions, Areal camera.
	 i^
coverage-was. secondary to the MSS and SLAR cove-rage. The-ERIM' cameras provided. adequate
`
boresight data. for visual . analysis of the site. 	 .!
''
	
	 The boresight cameras were operated during daylight with whatever film/filter combinations
	 ',
were requested by the PI. Often lighting conditions were _unsuitable for good photography'but the
cameras were operated. anyway to record the visual view of the MSS and SLAR..: This boresight








5.2 POSTFLIGHT IMAGERY REPRODUCTION ON FILM
The purpose of this section is to describe the functions required to convert .the SLAR and
MSS inflight data .recordings into film imagery.
5.2.1 MS SCANNER IMAGERY
Although he original recording of all MS scanner data is on analog magnetic tape. in the 	 '
aircraft, the data, users usually require that at least some of the spectral bands be printed on
film for visual. analysis. This is accomplished in the laboratory after a'flight and is one of the
'^	 most basic forms of reproduction. Primary uses of this scanner film data are to document
';	 flight line coverage and for manual editing of the imagery to select specific areas o be machine
	 '
^	 processed. Indexing of the selected areas for processing is accomplished either by reference
to the scan line count in the sync signal or to a visual display of the imagery.
The filmstrips of scanner imagery are reproduced at real-time rates, one; track. at a time,
from. the original analog magnetic tapes. The laboratory tape machine has associated elec-
tronics which provide operator selection of playback electronic bandwidths of from 10 kHz to
100 kHz. The reproduction bandwidth .
 is selected to match the optimal information bandwidth.
of the various-size detectors used in the scanner. For instance, the large spatial resolution
of the layered thermal detectors.showsthe best signal-to-noise at the lower bandwidth limit,
	 j
and the small spatial resolution of the spectrometer in 'the visible region requires. he upper
bandwidth limit. Other electronics in the filmstrip: reproduction facility provide clamping of
the do level of the signal to radiation references for do restoration,. and the registration of
	 ',
{	 radiation reference quantities through sample gates. These reference quantities can be stored
temporarily and, if :desired, retrieved for reformatting of the data in analog form.. A :data "slate"
for film labeling through .direct exposure is also available.
The filmstrip of scanner data. is made by photographing an . intensity-modulated line scan.
on the- face of a cathode ray tube (CRT). The intensity modulation is a direct function of voltage
variation in .the particular radiation detector output recorded on magnetic tape. Normally the
0- to 3-volt variation of the tape signal is transferred to the film as the total variation in gray-
scale.'. However, this transfer relationship is controlled by the operator.. Other relationshilis
', may be-selected, -such as remaining in the linear portion of film sensitivity. Between runs, an
equal.=voltage-increment. gray scale is printed on the film to establish the voltage-to-film tone
calibration..
The filmstrip camera drives 70mm film acrosstheCRT face, perpendiculartotheline scan,	 '^
at rates proportional ` to the aircraft ground speed and absolute altitude. ; The camera film speed
range includes absolute flight altitudes of from 1000 0 10,.000 ft at a ground speed of . 120 knots
to provide an imagery. scaling on film .
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altitudes, several line scans are integrated in the film display because of overlap at the constant
scan rate., At the lower altitudes, the imagery may not be contiguous (no overlap) for the small
detector spatial resolution.
Filmstrip displays of scanner imagery are not restricted to the mere printing of a partic-
ular tape channel on film. The electrical signals from the separate tape channels can be com-
biped or processed in various ways before printing. The methods often. used. are level slicing '
and the mixing of spectral. bands to simulate other instruments, An example of the latter is the ^^	 ^
` simulation of ERTS-A_spectral bands by controlled mixing of selected M7 scanner bands. The
' spectral response of each channel of the ERTS scanner can be simulated by a weighted addition
of appropriate `M7 scanner channels.
^,
` For the majority of ERIMmultispectral missions,. four spectral. bands have been repro- ^'	 '
duced as filmstrip imagery. The filmstrip .
 negative .and one print are sent to the Principal
Investigator (PI) directly or, in the case of NASA missions, to. NASA where duplicate prints and ^:	 '.
.
negatives are made for transmittal to the PI. At least one print copy of all filmstrip imagery x
•y
delivered to PI's is retained at ERIM in an imagery vault. No imagery negatives are stored in
,
:,








SL;AR'radar imagery,.-stored. on film at ERIM,is, in general, viewable .
 imagery, The ori-
ginal data film, which, is also available, requires further processing before an image of the
F ground is obtained. This imagery is produced by inserting . one channel of recorded. data into an `^	 ^;
optcal,pr.ocessor where two dimensional pulse compression is performed. A visible image is_ t
displayed at the output plane. of the .optical data processor.
' This output imagery can be observed in the processor, but it is at small scale. Close ex- ^	 '
amination of the imagery is facilitated. by use .
 of a microscope.. The. processor output image is
in the form of';
 a real opticalimagewithan extremely large dynamic range of ntensity..corre-
sponging to the large reflectivity variation of objects illuminated by radar wavelengths. Some'
image components may be 40 or 50 db brighter than the background level of the image. These
:bright. spots are prominently visible to an observer,.. and are usually found to be due to specular
reflection. from man.-made objects. ^:
"	 ^	 !E Four separate output :films can be made of each channel's imagery. These have the same-
'	 ^ smah scale as the imagery in the processor. They can be examined on alight table with the aid'of a ,
microscope, or they can beprojected for e
 observation at larger scale,	 The output films cannot
'	 ''	 1^ adequately display. the large .dynamic range of the radar image formed in fhe optical. processor
^	 ,.
^	 ; because of the limited dynamic range of the photographic emulsion; hese films are usually ex-
posed and developed to present small amplitude, signals visibly. These small signals are they.








Tpainting" signals. The brighter. components: of the radar -image .are then greatly over exposed
and appear with photographic blooming of their main lobes, visible side lobes,. often. with some
modulation side bands, and occasionally with photographic haloes.. These effects can. be helpful.
in detecting the highly reflecting objects if they are properly interpreted. Of course, the bloomed
images infringe upon their neighbors and may obscure some dimmer image components.
5.2.3 BORESIGHT CAMERA IMAGERY 	 -
Black-and-white film obtained with ERIM ' s aerial cameras is developed at: ERIM while the
..color film is sent to a commercial developing laboratory. ,ERIM retains, m the' imagery vault,
one filmstrip print of all black-and-white photography. The black -and-white negative and a
print are sent to the PI either directly or'thrpugh NASA who provides duplicates to the PL
The color photography obtained is always in the form of positive transparencies. No prints
are made and. the PI is sent the original (or a NASA duplicate as :the case may be). Only for
those missions flown for ERIM PI 's will aerial photography transparencies be available from
ERIM ' s.vault.
5.3 POST -FLIGHT DATA REPRODUCTION ON MAGNETIC TAPE
The use of multispectral data has produced a variety: of analysis and recognition tech-
piques. These techniques have :included the. use of digital computers in the analysis of targets...
and backgrounds as objects or distributions in. multspectral space and for .the development and
testing of recognition techniques.
Frequently,. users who have access to data processing facilities request dither duplicate 	 r
analog tapes of data or digitized data - for their own. analysis: Properties. of these two data.
formats are discussed below.
t
5.3.1 DUPLICATE ANALOG TAPES	
i
,:	 a
The:. duplicate analog tape is simply a copy of the original data -tape. All channels are
commonly transferred from 'the original ko the duplicate. A special analog tape duplicating
	 r
setup transcribes the FM signals to the second tape, normally without going through the de-
modulation and remodulation process.. 	 z	 ^
-_
The video and synchronizing data are recorded in IRIG * standard FM with t30QJo deviation.	 `:
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first pulse being the non-roll - corrected sync, while the second is the roll-corrected sync.
Since all tapes are supplied wound fully forward, they must be completely rewound before play-
ing. Unless specifically noted ., all channels on the duplicate correspond to the same channels
on the original.
Faults existing in the original tapes can often be corrected or relieved in the duplicated
tapes. Examples are polarity reversals. in a particular track, or .minor misregistration of the
imagery between tracks. Because the correction of such faults usually requires demodulation
and remodulation of the FM signals, some signal = to-noise is then sacrificed in the duplicating
process. Duplicates, however,. are not normally available off the shelf for any of ERIM ' s data.	 j
They are generated only when requested. 	 ^
5.3.2 DIGITAL TAPES	 1
Although digital processing of ERIM data has been used quite extensively in remote sensing
applications, computer compatible tapes (CCT's) are generally not immediately available for
the majority of the data stored at ERIM. Most new applications needing digital processing
would require completely new A/D conversion. The facilities maintained by ERIM can supply
digital data tapes, suitable for computer processing, in one of several formats. All data are
digitized to 9 bit accuracy (8 bits plus sign). Flexible control of the A/D conversion process
allows sampling of the data once every resolution element, once every other . resolution element,
and so on. Also, scan lines of data may be skipped. Unusual sampling formats may also be
accommodated. Normal formats are as follows: sample each resolution element twice; sample
each resolution element once;: sample every other or every fourth resolution element. .Any
number. of lines up to nine may be skipped.
Consultation. with data -processing personnel at ERIM is recommended before specifying
which format is to be used. This will assure format compatibility with a particular machine.
	 '
Areas to be digitized can be specified by marking data locations on a print of scanner imagery.. 	 ^'
Facilities will soon be available to put scan line numbering information on the film -strip so that
a precise specification of areas to be digitized (in terms of starting and stopping line number);
will be possible, Data normally digitized . include calibration and dark level information, which.
will be supplied in bipolar form unless otherwise specified.' A graymap printout of video data
alone will also be supplied.. Line and point numbers on the map correspond to line and point
.numbers on the tape.
-For radar applications, a digital. tape is generated by scanning and recording the film out-	 s
put image intensities on magnetic tape. Computer analysis of the four channel radar imagery
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5.4 PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING ERIM DATA
ERIM has maintained several data storage vaults through the years as MSS and SLAR data
have accumulated.. Since most of the data has been collected at government expense, it should
be u3^d whenever possible in helping to solve earth resource problems. Any Lfiited States
citizen. or agency who might make use of some of the remote sensing data stored at ERIM is
encouraged to do so. In the. remainder of this section, a procedure for obtaining both unpro-
cessed and processed ERIM airborne -data is discussed..
5.4.1 UNPROCESSED AIRBORNE SENSOR IMAGERY
Any potential. user of ERIM airborne sensor data requiring either duplicate raw data. or
^ ,reformatted data onto tape or film should contact Mr. Philip Hasell (for .MSS) or Mr. Richard
Larson (for SLAR) at ERIM for details on formats and estimated costs of retrievah Authoriza-
` lion for ERIM's release of copies of the unprocessed data must be obtained (by the user) from
the agency who originally contracted for the data collection before any duplication. or reformat-
ling can actually proceed. The contracting agencies are given after each mission in the tables
of Section 3. Further _ information on details such as site description, ground observation,
p purpose of the .original_ data collection,. and what has been . done with the raw data must be ob-
',
•
twined .from the missian PI.
5.4.2 PROCESSED/ANALYZED AIRBORNE DATA
.General information. on the application of ERIM. airborne sensor imagery to particular
x	 ^° earth resources problems and its approximate cost can be obtained from Mr. Donald Lowe
1 (MSS), Mr. Fred Thomson (MSS), or Dr. Philip Jackson (SLAR) at ERIM.- Data processed or
analyzed by ERIM is released in a report which. acknowledges the original sponsor for the
:data collection as the source of the sensor data. Any release authorization necessary for-the
processing and/or analysis of, airborne data would be obtained by ERIM...
Specific_details on what can be done digitally in the . areas of statistical. analysis.. and. object
classification of MSS. airborne data and their estimated cost is available from Dr. Jon Erickson
^'I	 4 -	 or Mr. Richard Nalepka. Either Mr Philip Hasell (MSS) or Mr. Richard Larson (SLAR) can






e 5.4,.3 SUMMARY OF DATA REQUEST PROCEDURE
A. -Unprocessed Airborne Sensor Imagery
r	 ^ 1. Contact Philip Hasell (MSS) or Richard Larson (SLAR) at-ERIM for more
` information on formats and costs.
140
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Appendix A
A; t	 LIST OF PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS WHICH USE. AIRBORNE
11	 SENSOR DATA COLLECTED BY ERIM
I^
 ?	 This appendix is a listing of published technical .reports and papers which made use of the
;I
''	 airborne sensor data collected by ERIM. It was originally intended that each data set ref-
F^
erence documents using that particular data set, but this turned out to be an overwhelming
^	 task.. When principal investigators responded to our queries regarding the use they had made'
of a particular data set, they responded by wending lists of references citing all documents
^	 using ERIM data. The additional effort and time required to identify a particular data set
seemed unwarranted.
Therefore, the references are grouped by airborne sensor type and the major users of
data from that sensor. Since most of the references to multispectral scanner data included
t
machine processing of that data for analysis, and since ERIM and LARS .(Purdue University)
accomplished most of the processing of this type of data for investigators during the period
	
!'	 covered, it follows that most of the published documents originate from these organizations
even though the principal investigator may have been in some other organization.
^	 The referenced documents are grouped as follows:
^,
f
" `	 A.1 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA (M5 and M7 Systems)
j^i !
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A.1 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA (M5 and M7 Systems)
^	 A.1.1 ERIM
Rebel, D.L., SKYLAB Final Report on Project 102101, being written, 1975.
i	 Wagner, T.W. and D.L. Rebel, ERTS-1 Investigation for Lake Ontario and Its Basin (MMC
114), Report No. 193300-62-F, Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Ann. Arbor,
^^
Michigan, July .1975.
4,	 !	 Wezernak, C.T., D.R.. Lyzenga and F.C. Polcyn, Remote Sensing Studies in the New York
Bight, Report No. 109300-5-F, Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, July 1975.
Wezernak, C.T., .Inland Lakes Water Quality and Watershed Planning:. Remote Sensing 	 -
fiechnology Applications, Report No. 193500-6-Fi,Environmental . Research. Institute of
Michigan; Ann.Arbor, Michigan, June 1975..:
!	 Work, E.A., S.:Gilmer and A.J. Klett, Utilization of ERTS-1 for Appraising Changes in
Continental Migratory Bird Habitat, Final Report ERTS:-1 Investigation SR-255, in press,
1975..
Malila, W.A., R.H. Hieber and R.C: Cicone, Studies of Recognition with Multitemperal
Remote Sensor Data, Report No. 109600-19-F, Environmental Research Institute of Michi- 	 ;
gan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, May 1975.
WEnViron ent 1 Research Institute ofoMichUan Q 
n 
ArboraMichipant 
No. 193300-55-F,Y	 g	 g
g ,	 ,	 g ,March 1975s
Wezernak, C.T.. and D.R. Lyzenga, "Analysis of Gladophora Distribution in Lake Ontario	
t
Using Remote Sensing," Remote Sensing of Environment, Vol. 4, No. 1, January 1975. 	 3
'	 Wezernak, C.T., D.R. Lyzenga and F.C. Polcyn, Gladophora Distribution in Lake Ontario
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Bryan, M,L. and R .W: Larson, Classification of Fresh Water Ice Using Multispectral Radar
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Rendleman, R., E.B. Champagne, J,E. Ferris, C.L. Liskow, J.M. Marks and R.J. Salmer
Multifrequency Fine Resolution Imaging Radar Instrumentation and Data Acquisition, Report
No. 198200-1-F, Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
February 1974.
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December 1973.
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Bryan, M.L., Fresh Water Ice. Interpretation from ERTS 1 Imagery,. Report No. 193300-24-L,
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1973.
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The DMS geographic reference system, which indicates the general geographic. zone in
which data were collected, is similar to the World Geographic Reference System (GEOREF)
described in Air Force Manual 51-40, Vol. I, Air Navigation, pages 3-34 through 3-38 and. the
NASA Earth Resources Research Data Facility World Geographic Reference system described
in their Index, MSC-02576, July 1970, pages viii through xxvii,
The GEOREF is based on the normal geographic longitude and latitude projection lines of
any specific chart, and defines a unit of geographic area in which a specific point lies. The
a'
i GEOREF divides the earth's surface into 15°quadrangles of longitude and latitude with the..
j	 point of origin at the 180th meridian and the South Pole (see Earth Zone Map, Figure B-1).
'	 The divisions extend eastward 360° from the 180th meridian, with each component zone of
these divisions identified by a letter from A through Z, omitting l and O; and northward 180°
from the South Pole with the zones lettered A through M, omitting I, This combination divides
j	 the earth ' s surface into 288 basic 15° quadrangles, each having two letters identifying the zone
^	 _	 of longitude and latitude. 	 '
Each such 15° quadrangle (see GEOREF 15°- square sample quadrangle, Figure -B-2) is
further divided into 15 lettered 1° units eastward and 15 lettered 1° units northward,. These
1° quadrangles are lettered from A through Q, omitting I and 0. Quadrangles covering areas
within. the United States are shown in the United States Zone Map (Figure B-3),
The initial letter indicates the approximate. longitude and. the second letter indicates. the
approximate latitude. For example,. the zone designated "GJ" indicates that the ,general geo-
graphic area for a given data type is located in the eastern half of the United States. If more
than'one zone is overflown, each. zone is listed.
As an example, within a 1°-square quadrangle,. the geographical location of Site 002
(Pisgah. Crater, California), the coordinates of which are 116°16' to 116°34' W. longitude and
34°35' to 34°50' N, latitude is completely described by the four letters EJDE, and can be lo-
cated as follows:
(1) On the Earth. Zone Map, locate the 15° quadrangle "EJ" by reading right to "E" and
up to „J.,,
(2) On,the GEOREF 15° .Square Sample Quadrangle , locate the 1° quadrangle "DE" with
-	 the sample "EJ" 15° quadrange by reading right . to "D" and up to "E,"
^''
Site numbers have been arbitrarily assigned by NASA for areas which have been overflown
and are: indicated by ,a three-digit code, For the convenience of users, numbers covering, test
167
^......	 _








sites located within the United States are shown. on a United States Test Site Map (Figure-B-4 ).
Where appropriate these test site numbers are attached to the four letter geographic reference
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Appendix C
LIST OF ORGANIZATIONAL ADDRESSES
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 	 National Aeronautics :,L.id Space Administration
Laurence G. Hanscom Field	 Wallops Flight Center
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730 	 Wallops Island, Virginia 23337
American Electric Power Service Corporation
Two Broadway







U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Detroit, Michigan 48222
East Tennessee State University
State University Substation
Johnson City, Tennessee 37601
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan
P. O. Box 618
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
Federal Highway Administration
United States Department of Transportation
Washington, D. C. 20591
Highway Research Council
Box 3817, University Station
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48823
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
John F. Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 32899






450 Golden Gate Avenue
P. O. Box 36063










Purdue UniversityLaboratory for Applications of Remote
Sensing
Purdue Industrial Research Park
1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
South Dakota State University
Brookings, South Dakota 57006
State Highway Administration
Bureau of Public Roads
1717 H Street
Washington, D. C. 20591
Tennessee Valley Authority
Norris, Tennessee 37828
United States Department of Agriculture
Forestry Service
Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station
1960 Addison Street, P. O. Box 245
Berkeley, California 94701
United States Department of Agriculture
Forestry Service
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range
Experiment Station
240 West Prospect Street
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521
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United States Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Research Service
P. O. Box 267
Weslaco, Texas 78596
United States Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center
Jamestown, North Dakota 58401
United States Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration
Morgantown Energy Research Center
P. O. Box 880
Collins Ferry Road
Morgantown, West Virginia 26505




United States Geological Survey
Water Resources Division
901 South Miami Avenue
Miami, Florida 33130
United States Geological Survey





Unfted States Geological Survey
2221 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, Virginia 22202
Ur! ted States Geological Survey
GSA Building, Room G-204











Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
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